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This thesis explores the complexity of relationships between communities and the

ecosystems in which they live through a focus on forest restoration and fuels

reduction on private land. As a case study, research took place in the Klamath-

Siskiyou region of rural Northern California, in Humboldt and Siskiyou counties. The

research area is within the ancestral territory of the Karuk Tribe and the United

States Forest Service manages the majority of the land. The location is

characterized by its dependency on forest resources, high levels of biodiversity,

current wildfire problem, and community interest in fuels reduction activities. Forest

restoration includes restoration of the historic fire regime, which is difficult given

current ecological and cultural constraints. Methods of forest restoration include

mechanical treatment, prescribed fire and natural fire use. Restoration of historic

fire regimes on private land can facilitate the restoration of adjacent federal lands

and encourage the development of wildiand fire use. In order to represent the

complexity of cultural and ecological interactions within the research area, the

analytical frameworks of political ecology and symbolic anthropology were utilized.

Community interests included creating sustainable livelihoods, developing

community capacity, creating and changing policy, and the creation of flexible

treatment prescriptions.
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Forest Restoration and Fuels Reduction on Non-Industrial
Private Land in Northwestern California

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

As every ethnographer eventually comes to appreciate, geographical landscapes are
never culturally vacant (Basso 1996).

For the past two years, I have had the pleasure of living, working and

researching in a cultural landscape. The beauty of being immersed in a place is

taking for granted that intricate relationship between people and the place in which

they live. The difficulty of being immersed in a place, and being a student, is putting

that relationship into words and into an analytical framework. Thankfully, my research

participants are more adept with words than me. In this thesis document, I will attempt

to put their words into a framework that will carry their meaning.

There is no end to the number ofways that communities and ecosystems are

linked. While visiting old buildings, people frequently use the expression: "If these

walls could talk." While visiting forested areas with research participants, I felt like the

metaphorical walls of the forest did indeed talk. With the help of participants, I began

to learn the language. The fire scar in the black oak (Quercus keioggll), down wood

riddled with pileated woodpecker (Dryocopus pileatus) holes, the dogwood (Cornus

nuttalli,) in bloom, and light gaps in the canopy all have layers upon layers of meaning

- of cultural significance. As with communication between people, the interpretation

of the forested landscape depends on the person doing the interpretation. For

example, not everyone will look at a fire scar and think of the Pacific fisher (Martes

pennantipacifica). Some people may not even notice down wood in the forest, let



alone think that the holes in it would be from a woodpecker. Others might catalog the

location of the wood in the back of their mind so they can come back and hunt the

woodpecker for regalia. The blooming dogwood could simply be something beautiful

in the forest. It could also prompt the memory of the dogwoods blooming twice last

year first in the spring, then in the fall. It may serve as a type of ecological calendar,

symbolizing that the lamprey eel (Lampetra sp.) are coming up the river - but they

won't be at the falls until the crickets (GiyIIus sp.) start to chirp. The blooming of the

dogwood could also serve as a lesson that what appears to be large white petals is

not they are bracts. It is not the purpose of this thesis to ask which, if any,

interpretation of the forest is more correct. However, it is important to ask, who is

responsible for management decisions and what is their interpretation?

The relationship between people and the environment has long been the

focus of anthropology. In the past, environmental and ecological anthropology have

focused on understanding and explaining human interaction and adaptation to the

environment, as shown in the writings of Roy Rappaport (1968) and Julian Steward

(1955). The goal of this research is to explore the political, economic and cultural

elements of forestry restoration and fuels reduction implementation, planning and

monitoring. This goal incorporates the complexity of decisions that go into forest

management.

While ecological management itself is complex, the study of cultural elements

in forestry adds a entirety new dimension of complexity to management decisions.

There are no black and white or right and wrong answers. We are not merely

choosing between spotted owls (Strix occidentalis) orjobs ecosystem viability or the

survival of a community. While the idea of dualism in forest management (and its
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associated symbols such as the spotted owl) is an important concept in natural

resource conflict, with this study, I want to emphasize that this dichotomy of Human

vs. Nature is both unrealistic and undesirable. This approach is explored within the

field of political ecology. Utilizing the analytical framework of political ecology and

symbolic anthropology, I hope to represent the complexity of cultural and ecological

interactions for my research area.

While the focus of this thesis is restoration, I emphasize the topic of fuels

reduction because a large number of implementation projects in the Western United

States are in the name of fuels reduction (Government Accounting Office 1999). I

conducted my research based on the methods of participant action research, with

particular emphasis on group discussion, focus groups and key-informant interviews

(Ervin 2000).

As a case study, research took place in the Klamath-Siskiyou region of rural

Northern California, in Humboldt and Siskiyou counties. Most of the land within the

research area is the ancestral territory of the Karuk Tribe. The majority of the land

within the research area is managed by the United States Forest Service (USFS). I

selected this location based on its dependency on forest resources, high levels of

biodiversity, current wildfire problem, and community interest in fuels reduction

activities. It also reflects my personal interest since I am from the Klamath-Siskiyou

region and my husband, a Karuk Tribal descendent, is connected to the area. I plan

to live in the area for the foreseeable future.

Chapter 2 will familiarize the reader with the background to the study,

introduce the research area, discuss the concept of forest restoration (including the

reference ecosystem, historic fire regimes, and ecological and cultural methods of
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forest restoration concepts), as well as provide reasoning for the focus on private

land. Chapter 3 introduces the concepts of symbolic anthropology and poiitical

ecology as analytical frameworks for examining how cultural, political, economic and

ecological systems are connected. Chapter 4 presents the methods utilized in this

thesis. Chapter 5 presents the major themes that I identified through my research.

Chapter 6 will discuss the status of forest restoration planning, implementation,

monitoring and maintenance on private land. Chapter 7 will present a summary of the

research and conclusions. Tables and figures are located at the end of each chapter.
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CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND

This chapter will familiarize the reader with background to the study; introduce

the research area including the community, climate and forest vegetation; and

present the concept of forest restoration - including the many definitions of

restoration, the use of a reference ecosystem, the restoration of the historic fire

regime and methods of forest restoration. Finally, I will provide reasoning for the focus

on private land.

The Research Area

General Description

The research area is part of the Klamath-Siskiyou region of northwestern

California and southwestern Oregon. The region is globally recognized for its

biodiversity (DellaSala, et al. 1999) and as a center of endemism and speciation

(Whittaker 1961). Within the Klamath-Siskiyou region, the Kiamath River is a major

drainage. The research area lies along the lower mid Klamath. The Klamath River

basin drains approximately 9,691 square miles in southern Oregon and northern

California, making it the second largest river in the state of California. Most of the

research area falls within the ancestral territory of the Karuk Tribe of California and

spans both the Six Rivers (Orleans Ranger District) and Klamath (Ukonom Ranger

District) National Forests, as shown in Figure 2.1. The research area is also within

both Humboldt and Siskiyou Counties. In general, the community defines their

geographical community as the area from Bluff Creek to just north of Ti Creek.

Although Somes Bar is a separate National Forest and county, the residents consider



Orleans-Somes Bar to be one community (USDA Forest Service 2003). The

jurisdiction of local organizations such as the Orleans Volunteer Fire Department and

the Orleans/Somes Bar Fire Safe Council reflect this definition.

Community Description

Some anthropologists argue that the oldest human institution is not the family,

but the community - the clan, troop or village (Sale 1982). They also suggest that a

population of 500 is the magic number for the population of a community. In

anthropological terms: "the largest group in which every individual can form some

personal estimate of the significance of a majority of the other individuals in the

group, in relation to himself' (Sale 1982:183).

However, common sense tells us that a community is more than its size.

Traditional Native communities, such as those that would have been present in the

lower mid Klamath before non-Native settlement (e.g. Euro-American, Chinese),

would also be self-governing and relatively economically independent. The people of

these communities would also know each other and understand the significance of

the other individuals to themselves. Today, in the era of private land ownership,

international trade and government centralization, despite its size, this community has

few of the characteristics of a traditional community. In particular, despite having the

magic number of inhabitants, the inhabitants themselves are diverse and often

confrontational.

The Orleans-Somes Bar community can be described as consisting of tribal

members; loggers and miners; environmentalists; USFS employees; hippies and back

to the land'ers; and young people from out of the area that are often college
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educated. Many people fall into more than one of those categories. I am tempted to

paint the picture of the community as active and cohesive across supposed

boundaries of culture, religion, and income because I see that part of the community

on a day-to-day basis. However, that is not the whole truth. There is also bitter

resentment between Native and non-Native residents, as well as between long-time

and long-term residents and those that are seen as new comers. There is also

tension between those active in the community and those that are individualistic;

those that own land and those that will probably not afford to own land at any point in

their life; and, as in any community, there are always long-time disputes between

individuals and between certain families. That said, generally the community identifies

itself in terms of the place where they live and take pride in being people of place.

Before Euro-American contact, all of the land in the research area was under

the management of the Karuk tribal villages or families. The gold rush began in 1850.

In 1852, miners burned most of the Indian towns between Panamnik and the Salmon

River (Bright 1978). Originally named Panamnik by the Karuk and then Orleans Bar

by the mining community, the mining camp of Orleans became the county seat of

then Klamath County and a trading and population center for the Klamath River

mines. In 1874, the government surveyed the area around Orleans and township and

section lines were established. That same year, Klamath County was dissolved and

its land annexed to neighboring Humboldt and Siskiyou Counties (USDA Forest

Service 2003).

The majority of private lands are along the river corridor at low to mid

elevation. Table 2.1 shows the land allocation in the research area based on

Humboldt and Siskiyou County assessor's office information. The majority of the
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population that resides in the Orleans-Somes Bar area does not own property, which

is a source of conflict. They rent homes or take care of a property when owners have

a primary residence elsewhere (USDA Forest Service 2003). However, some of the

homes remain vacant for a large portion of the year, visited only during fishing season

or awaiting the owner to retire to the country. Karuk Tribal members have retained

some tribal allotments, but a relatively small percentage.

Overall, the history of the Orleans-Somes Bar community is one of continuous

adaptation to radically changing cultural and economic conditions. Through all, the

residents have managed to sustain themselves on a lifestyle that took advantage of

the richness of the natural environment. Many people live here because their families

have lived here since time immemorial or for nearly a century (since non-Native

settlement) (USDA Forest Service 2003). Although many people have found it

necessary to move away in order to find work, they often return. Whether this is

because the community has the magic number of residents or people feel attached to

the land, people want to live here despite the economic situation.

Climate

It is necessary to note climate change patterns over time in order to accurately

reflect past and present environmental conditions as well as potential future changes.

Over the last 10,000 years climate changes have resulted in changes in species

composition throughout the research area. Pollen analysis done in close proximity to

the research area confirms these changes in composition. In the period 8,500 to

2,300 years before present (B.P.) pollen analysis shows a decrease in the abundance

of Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) and an increase in oak (Quercus sp.) species.



And at 2,300 years B.P. the climate became wetter, which was more conducive to

species such as tanoak and chinquapin (USDA Forest Service 2003:3-1). More

recently, Northwest California has a very predictable and relatively wet climate,

characterized by warm, dry summers, and cool, wet winters (Hickman 1993). The

period from 1890 to 1980 was considerably wetter than the average for the past 360

years. However, droughts do occur. Data from California tree ring analysis indicates

that there have been several periods of drought over the period of 1600-1960 (Frills

and Gordon 1980). The climate is also influenced by coastal fog, which reaches

inland along the KJamath River into the western part of the research area (USDA

Forest Service 2003).

Precipitation records for the town of Orleans indicate seasonal dry and wet

periods. The annual precipitation during the period of record (1885 to present) ranges

from 22 (1923-24) to 83 (1973-74) inches, with an average annual precipitation of 64

inches (USDA Forest Service 2003:1-3). Snow is common at elevations above 2500

feet, but few private properties are at this elevation.

Forest Vegetation Types

Forest vegetation types can provide a local scale analysis for prioritizing forest

restoration activities (Brown, et al. 2004).

Composition

The vegetation series of the research area are distributed according to

elevation, soil type, and available soil moisture. Figure 2.2 shows a map of the

vegetation distribution in Siskiyou County portion of the research area. The map is
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based on the California Department of Fire and Forestry's (CDF) Fire and Resource

Assessment Program (FRAP) data. As indicated in the figure, most private lands

contain at least a portion of montane hardwood or montane hardwood-conifer

vegetation type. This is largely due to the position of private lands along the river

corridor. In general, the montane riparian vegetation type consists of cottonwood

(Populus sp.), big leaf maple (Acer macrophyllum), alder (Alnus sp.), and dogwood

under-story and dogwood subdominant composition. The montane hardwood would

likely contain white oak (Quercus gariyana), especially on south aspect terraces, and

a Black oak and hazel (Corylus cornuta var. californica) component. The Montane

hardwood-conifer is dominated by tanoak (Lithocarpus densiflorus) and Douglas fir,

with canyon live oak (Quercus chiysolepis) which is often found on steep, rocky

slopes with shallow soils (USDA Forest Service 2003).

The changes in vegetation that have taken place in the research area are

primarily due to fire, mining, fire suppression, climactic changes, timber harvesting,

and human spread invasive species (USDA Forest Service 2003). The main

disturbance factor affecting forest species composition in the research area is

wildfires. Fires range from high to low intensity. Fire intensity is related to the amount

of energy released during a fire event (DeBano, et al. 1998:62). The surface fire is the

lowest intensity category, with flame lengths < I m (3 ft). The understory fire (flame

lengths 1-3 m) is of intermediate intensity and must be viewed from a distance, as

heat and smoke can be excessive and erratic fire behavior is possible. The crown fire

is the highest intensity category (flame lengths >3m). Most prescribed fires are in the

first category, while lightning ignited fires in the Pacific Northwest can span the entire

range (Agee 1993:15-16).
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The term fire severity is used to indicate the effects of fire on the ecosystem

(DeBano, et al. 1998:62). Fire severity determines fire regimes (Agee 1993). "A fire

regime is a generalized description of the role fire plays in a an ecosystem. Systems

for describing fire regimes may be based on the characteristics of the disturbance,

the dominate or potential vegetation of the ecosystem in which ecological effects are

being summarized, or fire severity based on the effects of the fire on dominant

vegetation" (Agee 1993:19). The patchiness associated with moderate severity fires

has been instrumental in promoting species and habitat diversity in the Klamath-

Siskiyou region (Martin and Sapsis 1992; Odion, et al. 2004; Sapsis and Martin

1993). In addition, human caused disturbances such as timber harvesting and road

building influence composition by creating habitat for exotic and weedy species that

are not always seen in undisturbed areas. These exotic, pioneering species can

establish themselves in a stand for long periods. Some of these species can

permanently alter the composition of plant communities (USDA Forest Service 2003).

Structure:

Vegetation structure refers to the height, growth form, spacing, and overall

density of vegetation in a particular plant community. Structurally diverse stands have

trees of several different heights and diameters, with both shrubs and herbs in the

understory. The main disturbance factor affecting vegetation structure in the research

area is the frequency and intensity of wildfires. Timber harvesting has had a

significant recent (last 50 years) impact on seral stage distribution, including timber

harvesting on currently nonindustrial private lands. In addition, fire suppression was

particularly effective on these private lands. Figure 2.3, based on CDF FRAP data,

shows the density of stands in the research area. There is both anecdotal and
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quantifiable information to show that stand densities have increased in these

watersheds over the last 100 years. In the last 30 years, the stand densities of

Douglas fir, tanoak, and white fir (Abies concolor) have increased significantly. These

increases are due to both fire suppression and the wetter climate. A wetter climate

may have increased productivity, which in turn accelerated natural succession rates

adding to an increase of vegetation and fuel in many stands. The suppression of fires

and a cessation of Native American burning have also contributed to increases in

vegetation density (USDA Forest Service 2003:1-1).

Evidence of a more open canopy and a wider distribution of white and black

oaks along the Klamath River in the 19th and the early 20th century is documented in

interviews with long-time residents and in historic photographs of the Kiamath river

corridor from Ti Bar to Weitchpec (Karuk Tribe of California and Cultural Solutions

1999). Figure 2.4 shows two aerial photos taken near Orleans, one in 1944 and one

in 2003. In addition to showing housing development and the position of Orleans as a

wildland urban interface (WUI), these photos show encroachment of conifers into

meadow areas and oak woodlands as well as timber harvesting of historically conifer-

dominant stands.

What is Forest Restoration?

Restoration should require a collaboratively agreed upon definition of goals.

The dictionary definition of restoration is the act of restoring to an original or former

state (American Heritage 2000). In terms of forests, practitioners often call this

original state the "reference condition," which is the state of the forest before Euro-

American settlement. In Secretary of the Interior Babbitt's words, restoration is: "a
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return to the presettlement equilibrium" (Kloor 2000:573). This equilibrium includes

natural disturbance regimes such as fire and windstorm (Sprugel 1991). A

disturbance is: "any relatively discrete event in time that disrupts an ecosystem,

community, or population structure and changes resources, substrate availability, or

the physical environment" (Agee 1993:9). While scientists were willing to embrace

"natural" disturbances, until recently they were unwilling to recognize that some of

these so-called natural landscapes were in fact anthropogenic in nature (Kimmerer

2000).

The definition of a "natural" ecosystem reiterates the concept of humans,

especially Euro-Americans, as separate from the natural world. However, within the

research area, disturbance processes included thousands of years of intensive

management by the Karuk people. Therefore, a return to the presettlement period

requires incorporating Karuk cultural land management practices into the ecosystem.

Figure 2.5, redrawn from Anderson (2002:52), illustrates human influences on

ecosystems. Recognizing the role of humans within ecosystems, I use the definition

of "restoration" offered by Dave Egan: "The practice of reestablishing the historic

plant and animal communities of a given area or region and the renewal of the

ecosystem and cultural functions necessary to maintain these communities now and

into the future" (Egan 1996). This definition incorporates humans into the practice

restoration.

A central premise of restoration is that restoring systems to conditions

consistent with their recent evolutionary environments will prevent their further

degradation while simultaneously conserving native plants and animals (Covington, et

al. 1999). Evolutionary environment refers to the environment in which species or
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groups of species evolved. Species not only adapt to their environment, but they may

also come to depend on those conditions for their continued survival. The relevant

evolutionary environment is that of the past several thousand years. Therefore, the

recent evolutionary environment would include persistent Karuk land management

practices, but Euro-American land management practices are generally viewed as

disrupting evolutionary trajectories and leading to degradation of ecological systems.

The fundamental difference between indigenous and scientific definitions of

restoration is whether or not humans are viewed as an integral part of the natural

world (Kimmerer 2000). Restoration goals articulated by indigenous people are

inclusive of humans. As stated in the founding mission statement of the Indigenous

Peoples Restoration Network (SER 1995): "Ecological restoration is inseparable from

cultural and spiritual restoration, and is inseparable from the spiritual responsibilities

of care-giving and world renewal." Following this definition, one of the goals of

restoration is to restore ecological integrity, which includes humans.

Ecological integrity "signifies that the combined functions and components of

whole natural systems are valuable for their own sake; their life support functions;

their psycho, spiritual, scientific, and cultural significance; and the goods and services

that they provide" (Pimentel, et al. 2000:11). One example of ecological integrity is

found within forest gardens. Forest gardens represent an intermediate stage of forest

development where cultural influence is present and the original forest integrity still

remains through preservation of forest structure and ecological processes (Boerboom

and Wiersum 1983). In contrast, Euro-American forest management practices greatly

altered the forest structure through logging and attempted to eliminate the ecosystem

process of fire. The management of agroforests combines efforts to maintain forest
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resources with efforts to stimulate increased production and diversity of valuable

forest resources.

Biodiversity is a relatively recent term that is typically defined as the variety of

life from genes to kingdoms and the diversity of interactions and processes at these

many levels of organization (Sarkar and Margules 2002). One measure of biodiversity

is the variety and/or complexity of structural components within an ecosystem. This

rationale for this measure is that ecosystems that contain stands with a variety of

structural components are likely to have a variety of resources and species that utilize

those resources (McElhinny, et al. 2005). This assessment is useful because it is

based on the stand level the level at which specific management actions are usually

implemented.

Indigenous land management has been a powerful force driving biodiversity

enhancement and conservation. The diversity of Native cultures parallels the diversity

of biota and the diminishment of one adversely affects the other (Anderson 1997;

Berkes 2002/2003; Bonnicksen, et al. 1999; Stevens 1994). The Karuk Tribe

suggests the use of an "indigenous reference ecosystem" (Karuk Tribe of California

1996:1-3) as "the appropriate model for restoration of healthy ecosystems" within the

Karuk ancestral territory to demonstrate ecosystem management that benefits both

ecological and cultural resources.

Accordingly, the Karuk people feel they have a vital role and spiritual

responsibility to be caregivers. Within the research area, the Karuk ceremony of

Pikiavish is translated as "world's restoration," "repair," "fixing" or "world renewal."

According to Kroeber and Gifford (1 949:1), the ceremony includes "reestablishment

or firming of the earth, first-fruit observances, new fire, prevention of disease and
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calamity for another year or biennium." This spiritual care giving had extensive results

on ecosystem processes (ibid 21):

The extensive brush areas on Mt. Offield are due to this annual
burning at the Pikiavish, Mary said; all the small fir trees were killed.
She explained that the mountain is an immortal woman, whose "hair"
has to be singed so there will not be many widows and widowers in the
world.... Now that the Indians no longer burn fires on Mt. Offield and
no longer perform the Deerskin Dance, food is scarce and they are
dying off, Mary said.

With the introduction of Euro-American management practices, the ceremonies and

their associated burning were outlawed. Therefore, from an indigenous perspective,

reintroduction of historic fire regimes is synonymous with restoration of a relationship

to the land.

This restoration of relationship to the land is not unique to Native American

culture. As noted by Kimmerer (2000:9):

As Americans seek to redefine their evolving relationship with nature,
the knowledge systems of the original inhabitants can provide useful
models. But this cannot be merely a wistful retrospective on
indigenous relationships to land. Traditional ecological knowledge is
not unique to Native American culture. It is born of long intimacy and
attentiveness to a homeland and can arise wherever people are
materially and spiritually integrated with their landscape.

Restoration practitioners recognize that a failure to include human interactions with

restored systems is not only unrealistic, but also undesirable for their long-term

sustainability. According to Covington et al. (1999:602), restoration "is a broad

intellectual and scientific framework for developing mutually beneficial

human:wildland interactions compatible with the evolutionary history of native

ecosystems." The restoration of relationships with humans to their environment

begins in their own backyards.
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The Reference Ecosystem

Despite its focus on the past, the reference ecosystem is really about the

future. According to Egan and Howell (2001:1): "A fundamental aspect of ecosystem

restoration is learning how to rediscover the past and bring it forward into the present

to determine what needs to be restored, why it was lost, and how best to make it

live again." In theory, this process is simple. However, restoring an ecosystem is not

as straightforward as restoring an old car or a musical instrument. An ecosystem is

complex and dynamic, not a static "snapshot in time" (Dunwidie 1992). They change

constantly over space and time, making the development and application of a

reference ecosystem problematic. While it is not feasible to recreate the reference

condition, it can be used as a model for restoration. Figure 2.6 shows the relationship

between the reference condition and existing condition. According to Egan and

Howell (2001:5) there are typically two ways to develop a reference model 1) By

studying the body of theory about the nature of ecosystems, and 2) by acquiring

information about the composition, structure and function of ecosystems in the past

and present.

Ecosystems have four basic properties (Hailing and Goldbert 1981): 1) they

have components that interact in complex ways, 2) their current conditions are

shaped by past events, 3) their current conditions are shaped by their environment,

and 4) they are nonlinear, meaning that ecosystem processes are often

multidirectional and may be characterized by lags and thresholds. In short,

ecosystems are historically and spatially influenced systems that are complex,

nonlinear and open. The dynamic nature of ecosystems means that they change over
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time and space, but there is a range within which they are self-sustaining. This range

is known as the historic range of variability (HRV).

Restoration practitioners complement or reinforce historic processes, such as

fire, to accelerate recovery of degraded ecosystems to a reference condition. One

quality of a reference ecosystem is disturbance regimes functioning within their

historic range of variability. Therefore, the restoration of fire-dependent ecosystems

depends on ecologically appropriate fire management that should be based on

historic fire regimes (Cissel, et al. 1999). The research area is currently outside of that

range of variation (Frost and Sweeney 2000). Knowing the HRV can help restoration

practitioners understand the necessary type, frequency and magnitude of

disturbances required in restoring local ecosystems. Historic records (e.g. written

records, oral histories, photographs, maps, land office surveys, management and

land-use records) and analysis of biological records (pollen, spores, microfossils, tree

rings, fire scars, woody debris) can help recreate the historic range of variability

(Egan and Howell 2001:8). However, since the system is significantly outside of the

historical range of variability, it is difficult to restore disturbances at the appropriate

magnitude to equal the effects of historic disturbance. For example, even though a

low elevation property may have experienced fire every 2 to 6 years in the past,

lighting a fire today with the current fuel buildups, noxious weeds, and landowner's

home may lead to a canopy fire, loss of life and property.
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Multiple lines of evidence from the Klamath-Siskiyou region, as elsewhere in

the California and Oregon, indicates that anthropogenic fire was a major force in

establishing and maintaining the character of lower-elevation grasslands and oak

woodlands particularly when located immediately around settlements and in areas

used more intensely to obtain resources (LaLande and Pullen 1999; Sugihara, et al.

1987). In general, cultural fires were ignited more frequently at lower elevations and

decreased as elevation increased (Anderson and Moratto 1996). As noted, changes

in forest structure and composition are likely to be most pronounced in those,

especially low elevation, forest types that were previously maintained by frequent,

low-intensity fires. These areas are most affected by fire suppression efforts while

forest types that burned on a frequency roughly equal to or greater than the period of

effective fire suppression (e.g. 50-60 years) may still be within the historic range of

variation in terms of fuel loads, stand structure and other ecological attributes (Baker

1993; Frost and Sweeney 2000).

Fires set regularly by Native Americans are thought to play an important part

in sustaining the character of many oak woodlands (Lewis 1993; Sugihara, et al.

1987). In one of the very few studies on fire and oak woodlands in the Klamath-

Siskiyou region (the Bald Hills area of Redwood National Park), Sugihara and Reed

(1 987:447) found evidence of burning since 1875 and documented eight fires since

1917 in one white oak stand, which translates into a mean fire return interval (FRI) of

approximately 8 years. This study likely underestimates the actual FRI because
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frequent low-intensity fires would not always be recorded on trees. Most of the

evidence that suggests frequent burning comes from historical accounts of Native

American subsistence patterns. Extrapolation from historical information suggests

that average fire return intervals in oak woodlands were typically less than 5 years,

with the most heavily used sites burning almost every year (Lewis 1993; Sugihara

and Reed 1987:449-450). Low intensity fires on average every few years kept

conifers from invading and allowed for easy acorn (Lithocarpus sp.) gathering. Extent

of the fires is unknown but may have been substantial given the dry conditions and

abundance of fine fuels created by dense understory of grasses and forbs,

particularly in the white oak type (Agee 1993). Vegetation studies within the research

area reinforce these theories. A 2001 study of vegetation in Karuk cultural use sites

shows that after fire suppression, Douglas fir increased in forest stands and

expanded into meadows. The average age of the firs indicates that these trees

established after European settlement and management (de Rijke 2001).

Changes in fire regimes and vegetation are likely to be most dramatic in areas

where suppression actions and logging have been concentrated, while effects may be

minimal or even absent in other parts of the same landscape (Baker 1993).

Considerable evidence exists that logging has increased the susceptibility of the

region's forests to the effects of fire and perhaps altered fire regimes, at both stand

and landscape scales (Aber, et al. 2000; Perry 1995). Plantations are known to be

more susceptible to mortality following fire than unmanaged older forests (Sapsis and

Brandow 1997). The increased susceptibility of plantations to fire is in part due to

their high tree stocking levels and uniformly dense canopies, structures which lead to

hotter, more severe fires (Key 2000; Odion, et al. 2004).
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Logging slash material can pose a significant fire hazard for 10-40 years after

logging, depending on characteristics of the site and rates of decomposition

(Lehmkuhl 1994). Stands that have been partial-cut with no subsequent treatment

have the most risk of fire damage. Results from Skinner and Weatherspoon (1996)

indicate that for short-interval, low- to moderate-severity fire regimes in the Klamath

Mountains, if fuels are left untreated, damage from wildfires could increase

significantly.

Another logging-related factor increasing fire risk has been the construction of

a dense network of logging roads that encompass the Six Rivers and Kiamath

National Forests. Road access generally increases the potential for human-caused

ignitions, particularly during hot, dry conditions (Benthall 1993; USDA Forest Service

2000). Although, the Odion et al. (2004) analysis of fire severity in the Western

Klamath-Siskiyou mountains, which included a portion of this study area, concluded:

"There was little overall difference in fire severity between roaded and unroaded

areas, even though tree plantations had twice the burn severity of closed-canopy

forest. Fire severity tended to increase with plantation age. Severity proportions in

closed forests in roaded and unroaded areas were almost identical" (Odion et. al.

2004:933).

Given that previously intensively managed stands appear to be more prone to

high-severity fires, a critical threshold may be reached where fire regimes may be

influenced at the larger landscape scale, posing a great risk to private lands adjacent

to National Forests. A recent example of this in the Klamath-Siskiyou region may be

the 11 ,000-hectare Dillon Fire that occurred in 1994 on the Klamath National Forest

(USDA Forest Service 1995). Detailed analysis of this fire by Key (2000) found that:
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1) clearcuts and plantations burned with higher intensity than unmanaged standsand

2) intense fire behavior in plantations in turn led to increased fire intensity in

neighboring unmanaged forests. These findings suggest that the presence of highly

flammable plantations by the Dillon Fire not only increased fire intensity but also

helped spread the Dillon Fire over a larger area than may have otherwise occurred.

Landscape patterns similar to those affected are located throughout the Klamath-

Siskiyou region. Once older forests are embedded within a matrix of flammable even-

aged stands, "the potential exists for a self-reinforcing cycle of catastrophic fires"

(Perry 1995:243). Odion et al. (2004:932) found that high severity fire was likely to

occur three times more frequently in areas that burned since 1920, than prior to 1920.

The percentage of high-severity fire in long unburned closed forest, pre 1920, was the

lowest of any portion of the landscape.

Fire suppression has dramatically reduced the influence of fires as a process,

resulting in more homogeneous landscape patterns. Homogenous landscapes have

lower levels of biodiversity (Skinner 1995). In the mid Klamath, fire-fighting efforts

were primarily directed at the most accessible and heavily settled areas to protect

human life and private property, with little or no resources directed to control fires

burning in more remote areas (Cooper 1939; Davies and Frank 1992; Morford 1984).

A larger proportion of forest stands now support a relatively dense, multi-storied

structure than would occur in the presence of an uninterrupted low and moderate-

intensity fire regime. The cumulative impact has been the development of a more

homogeneous forest landscape, where a larger percentage of the landscape is in a

stage toward the high end of the range of variability in fire return intervals, fuel loads

and stand density (Skinner 1995; Skinner and Chang 1996).
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Ethnohistoncal Studies

Native people set fires long before Europeans arrived in California and these

fires have been an important factor in the biodiversity of Californian ecosystems

(Anderson 2005; Lewis 1993). Documented reasons for Indian fire use are discussed

by Gerald W. Williams (2000:11) in Fire Management Today. He reports that fires

were set for hunting, crop management, pest management, range management,

fireproofing, tree felling, clearing areas for travel, clearing riparian areas and basketry

materials. Lewis (1993) reported over 70 different reasons why California Indians

used fire. It is well noted throughout both scientific and popular literature, that Indian

burning has had significant impact upon forest structure, composition and function. As

noted in The Ecological Indian: "Documentary and fire scar data suggest that Indians

burned with enough regularity to maintain econiches in different stages of succession

and ages" (Krech III 1999:119). Lewis (1993:112-113) elaborates upon this, saying:

The ecological niche of the Indian was not restricted to his role in a
particular community or ecosystem; his ecological niche was the
totality of his relationship with two or more ecosystems. Like other
migratory species, he was involved in the high degree of interchange
characteristic of mountain zones. However, to a whole variety of some
fourteen major vegetation types which characterize interchange
between zones was the Indian's employment of fire to intensify and
even seasonally change the patterns of secondary fire succession.

Within the research area, documented reasons for Karuk burning are

extensively documented (Harrington 1932; Karuk Tribe of California 1996; Karuk

Tribe of California and Cultural Solutions 1999; Riley-Thron 2001; Salter 1994). One

of the most extensive statements regarding Karuk burning is found in the

anthropological document Tobacco Among the Karuk Indians of California

(Harrington 1932:63):
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Our kind of people never used to plow, they never used to grub up the
ground, they never used to sow anything, except tobacco [Nicotiana

sp.]. All that they used to do was to burn the brush at various places,
so that some good things will grow up.

That way the huckleberry [Vaccinium ovatum] bushes grow up good...
And the hazel bushes, when they burn them off for hazel sticks... And
the bear lilies [Xerophyllum tenax] also they burn off...

And the wild rice [most likely Elymus sp. or Bromus sp.J plants also
they burn, so that the wild rice will grow up good. They burn it far up on
the mountains.

And sometimes they also burn where the tan oak trees are, lest it be
brushy where they pick up acorns. They do not want it to burn too
hard, they fear that the oak trees might burn.

And sometimes they used to set fire there long ago where they saw
lots of acorns on the ground, in a tanbark oak grove, they made
roasted unshelled acorns. They do not set the fire for nothing, it is for
something that they set the fire for.

And where they are going to sow tobacco, too, they burn it, too. It is
the best place if there are lots of logs there, for there are lots of ashes;
where lots of logs burned there are lots of ashes. Ashes are good on
the ground, where fir logs have burned, where pitchy stuff has burned.

It is in summer when they set fire to the brush, at the time when
everything is dry, that is the time that is good to set fire, in the fall
before it starts in to rain. At different places up back of the people's
rancherias they set the fires.

Some kinds of trees are better when it is burned off; they come up
better ones again. But some kinds of trees when it is burned off
disappear, another never comes up again. The manzanita
[Arctostaphylos sp.], another one does not come up, when it is burned
off. An old tree bears way better, too. And the tan oak is not good
when it is burned off, the tree dies. When they are burning, they are
careful lest the trees burn.

Karuk use of fire for land management emphasizes the many forest resources

that they relied upon. With the ubiquitous importance of fire, it came to be regarded

almost as a God-given right that the forest is allowed to burn. The following passage

from Johnny Bennett (Karuk, et al. 1999:3) shows this perspective:
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I'd like to know what the fire's for. I'd just like to know what was the fire
for in a lightning, why did it have to burn? It's for some cause now. It
could storm without that, y'know, but it had to burn. I think about it
many times. The old Indians say God made it that way to clean out the
forest. In places where it hit there would be a burn out, y'know, and
they never put it out. They'd push it back up the mountain and it would
burn, let it go. They wouldn't bother it because they claim it was put
there for some cause, and they said it was good because they could
sneak up on their game, pick up their acorns, and it generally never
damaged much.... When the lightning hit they never put it out, push
them back, make a fire line, let them go back up the mountain. Take
sticks out there, burn it again.

Despite the extensive role of both anthropogenic and lightning fire in shaping the

lower mid Klamath region, there are many ecological and cultural constraints to the

reintroduction of historic fire regimes.

Ecological Constraints to Burning

As noted, changes in composition, structure and function due to Euro-

American land management practices (mining, fire suppression, logging, road

building) have significantly altered the historic ecosystems within the research area.

Forested stands now have increased densities of conifer and hardwood species, with

Douglas fir as a dominant species (de Rijke 2001). These species are shading out

oak dominated habitats and previously open sites. Previously forested sites after

logging or severe wildfire have grown up as brush fields. Fire suppression and

logging practices have led to increased duff/litter, ladder fuels, and canopy density. In

absence of fire, ecosystems have become more decomposition based, duff and litter

have increased, berry production has decreased and forage quality has declined.

Reintroducing fire into a forest ecosystem that has experienced such extreme

departures in structure, composition, function and fuel loads can lead to fire extent,
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duration and intensity far outside of the range of natural variability. This will have

serious negative effects on soils, vegetation, wildlife and humans. In areas where

alterations in structure and composition are particularly pronounced, a variety of

methods are required to successfully reintroduce fire at levels within the historic range

of variability.

Cultural Constraints to Burning

The majority of this thesis is dedicated to the discussion of the culture of

restoration. This section serves as a brief introduction.

Despite significant ecological concerns, "learning to live with fire remains

primarily a social issue that will require greater political leadership, agency innovation,

public involvement, and community responsibility" (Dombeck, et al. 2004:883). In

addition to significant changes in forest structure and composition, private forests

experienced significant changes in terms of function.

Within the research area, changes in the demographics of forest ownership

from Karuk to Euro-American, correlates with changes in forest uses. Whereas in the

past people relied upon a variety of fire induced landscape products, many private

landowners within the research area now manage for viticulture, organic gardening,

and residences. Increased urbanization of forested areas creates challenges to the

reintroduction of fire at levels present historically.

Cultural changes have also resulted in a lower acceptance of fire as an

important part of ecosystem resilience and maintenance. Cultural icons such as

Smokey Bear reinforce the belief that fire is the enemy and should be both prevented

and suppressed. In addition, introduced rules and regulations also increased the
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difficulty of implementing prescribed burns. The National Environmental policy Act

(NEPA) and California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) clearance is required for all

burns on private lands that utilize public funds. Even without use of public monies, the

Clean Air Act and Clean Water Act dictate when and if burns can be implemented.

The Northcoast Regional Air Quality dictates if burns can be implemented based on

air quality requirements. The California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection

(CDF) is responsible for burn permits on private lands. In these areas with a high

departure from their historic condition, smoke production potential has increased in

terms of volume and duration (Hardy, et al. In press). Burn permits are suspended

throughout the summer and early fall due to fire danger. This is the same period of

time when the Karuk would conduct the majority of historical burning. By the time that

the burn permit suspension is cancelled in the fall, the rainy season has begun and it

is often difficult to implement burns due to relative humidity and fuel moisture. If a

burn is not allowed until after rain events, burns may not have sufficient restorative

power (Rideout, et al. 2003). The management considerations for air quality and

physical health at the regional level hinder cultural health at the local level.

Methods of Forest Restoration

The goal of forest restoration is to recreate historic structure, composition,

function, and processes. Therefore, forest restoration might best be judged by

whether the methods used are setting the ecosystem on a trajectory that will

eventually lead to the recovery of original forest structure, composition, function and

processes (Covington, et al. 1999; MacMahon and W. R. Jordan 1994). In theory,

once at least part of the structure, composition, function or process is returned, self-
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regulatory mechanisms will eventually lead to restoration of the components similar to

historic ecosystem dynamics.

Common methods for forest restoration include mechanical fuels reduction

(hand, silviculture, mastication and herbicide); use of natural fire; and prescribed fire

use (pile, patch and broadcast). Restorationists implement methods in various

combinations and with multiple entries over time. This section introduces the methods

and offers an evaluation of those methods.

Mechanical Treatments

Restorationists use mechanical treatments in forests with significant departure

from their historical condition (i.e. changes if forest structure and composition) to prep

a site for reintroduction of prescribed fire or to decrease undesired extreme fire

behavior. However, mechanical treatments without prescribed fire do not effectively

reduce fire behavior under extreme conditions (Stephens 1998). Mechanical

treatments include: hand, silviculture, mastication and herbicide.

Hand treatments involve equipment such as Pulaski's, McLeod's, handsaws,

chainsaws, polesaws, and brushwhackers/weedwhackers (Figure 2.7) to alter

structure and composition through total removal of plants (grubbing, pulling and

cutting), pruning of plants (coppicing, limbing) or redistribution of fuels (pulling away,

piling). Prescriptions differ in diameter restrictions, species selection, grid versus

mosaic/species spacing, height to live canopy treatments and equipment utilized.

Treatments are typically thinning from below to a given diameter (e.g. 6 or 9 inches),

selecting species based on the site-specific considerations. Spacing ranges from

standard grid models (e.g. lOxlO spacing) to complex mosaics based on intended
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function and species selection. Spacing can be easily adjusted due to the flexibility of

equipment utilized in hand treatments. Hand treatments are also often chosen on

steeper slopes (> 30 percent) or topography rugged sites, when use of heavy

equipment is not feasible.

If hand treatments result in marketable biomass (e.g. small diameter timber,

firewood), they can be cost effective. If treatments do not result in marketable

biomass, personnel costs are high (e.g. costs per unit acre). The amount of input

required to manage the stand will depend on site productivity and the intensity of

treatment. Low to mid levels of canopy closure will result in accelerated resprouting of

hardwoods and shrubs, as well as establishment of noxious weeds. In general, hand

treatments allow for more frequent, less intense treatments with a great amount of

adaptability, but they may be more expensive to implement.

Silviculture treatments differ from hand treatments primarily in the equipment

utilized. In silviculture treatments, logging equipment is used. Prescriptions differ in

diameter restrictions. Treatments include thinning from below, variable density

thinning, thinning from above and clearcutting. Thinning for fuels reductions, the

process of harvesting and removal of desired biomass, is generally conducted by

yarder and cable systems for steep ground sites, or skidder/tractor for areas with a

gentler slope (< 30%). Prescriptions also differ in species selection based on site-

specific considerations. Spacing ranges from standard grid models (e.g. lOxlO

spacing) to complex mosaics based on intended function and species selection.

However, spacing is limited based on the capacity of the equipment utilized and legal

requirements (e.g. riparian reserves). Height to live canopy is often increased,
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especially in thinning from below treatments. Figure 2.8 shows a USFS silviculture

treatment for fuels reduction in the research area.

If silviculture treatments result in marketable biomass (e.g. timber), they can

be cost effective. If treatments do not result in marketable biomass, equipment and

operator costs are high because the biomass removed does not have market value to

offset the cost of the operation/project. The amount of input required to manage the

stand will depend on site productivity and the intensity of treatment. Low to mid levels

of canopy closure will result in accelerated resprouting of hardwoods and

establishment of noxious weeds. In general, more frequent, less intense treatments

will allow for greatest adaptability, but may be more expensive to implement,

especially if it involves transportation and set up of heavy equipment.

Silviculture and other mechanical treatments are only one step in the

reintroduction of historic fire regimes. Some land managers are attempting to use

timber harvesting to "emulate" natural disturbances such as fire. Partial/selection

harvesting is offered as a "compromise" between wildfire and clear-cut harvesting

(Nitschke 2005). In regards to fire behavior, mechanical-only treatments are an

improvement over no action at alt, but are inferior to mechanical and prescribed fire

and prescribed fire only treatments in restoration of historic conditions. Fire consumes

the vegetation and surface fuels (litter and duff), whereas thinning affects only

standing vegetation (Kauffman 2004; Stephens and Moghaddas 2005). Silvicultural

thinning removes the larger tree stems of market value and leaves the treetops and

branches at the site, which usually increase the fine or smaller sized fuel hazard.

Although cutting can give the appearance of an open forest structure, unique

ecological processes associated with fire are not realized. A basic tenant of
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ecological restoration is that the creation of form without function does not constitute

ecological restoration (Kauffman 2004).

Mastication treatments are limited based on slope constraints, soil type, and

seasonal restrictions due wildlife and weather. Since the majority of the research area

consists of steep slopes, mastication is rarely used in the research area. Mastication

equipment are excavator type machinery that range from forward head processors

(see Figure 2.9), to slash busters (tractors), and spider (used for steeper slopes). The

equipment is generally expensive to purchase and operate. While masticators such

as the Spider allow for more flexibility, overall flexibility in prescriptions is limited.

One of the concerns with the use of the masticator is the mechanization of

forestry. With this method, there is more distance between the forest worker and the

forest. With this distance, it is harder to see detail in the forest and the forest biota are

more easily seen as "fuels" rather than food, medicine or wildlife habitat. In addition,

many forestry jobs are lost to this mechanization. The use of masticator equipment

can also be followed with prescribed fire.

Herbicide treatments include hand and aerial/broadcast applications.

Herbicides are generally inexpensive, but may have long-term costs that are

detrimental to biological health. Herbicides are generally not flexible in meeting the

needs of individual stands. Within the research area, the use of herbicides is not

allowed on the Orleans Ranger District due to persistent negative effects to

community health (Ando, et al. 2002).
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Natural Fire

Natural fire is defined as lightning ignited fire. If lightning fires were allowed to

burn without interference, this would be an inexpensive method. However, fire

suppression and control efforts have made lightning fire one of the most significant

costs in forest management today. In terms of flexibility, humans cannot determine

where lightning will strike, although it can be predicted based on historical fire

weather data. If we wait for lightning, forests may be waiting for a long time before

they experience fire, especially outside of the upper 1/3 slope where most lightning

ignitions occur. Figure 2.10, from the USFS Lower-Middle Klamath Watershed

Analysis (USDA Forest Service 2003:3-22), shows fires and their cause within the

Humboldt County portion of the research area. Since most private property is located

on the bottom 2/3 of the slope, lightning fire would be rare in these areas.

Furthermore, if a lightning fire typical of mid-summer was allowed to be a

"wildland use fire", due to the conditions of forests described above, the fire would

burn at higher severity and likely result in undesired ecological and socio-cultural

consequences. A recently adopted federal policy of fire management is the direction

of wildland fire use. Wildland fire use is the allowance of natural, not human ignited

fires, to burn in areas which have had fire prioritization analysis conducted which

concluded that in the event of a natural fire ignition it would be allowed to burn under

acceptable fire weather conditions (USDA Forest Service 2001).

Prescribed fire

Prescribed fire includes pile, patch and broadcast burning. Pile burning

frequently occurs in combination with hand, silviculture and mastication mechanical
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treatments. Pile burning or backyard burning is exempt from many of the rules and

regulations that that pertain to patch and broadcast burning.

Patch burning is using fire in sections or segments of a stand to control the

direction and spread of fire to accomplish management objectives. Patch burning is

used to achieve single or several objectives within a bounded (fireline) area. Patch

burning is generally used in conjunction with pile burning to reduce fuels around or

within selected areas (e.g. around structures or to enhance basketry material).

Broadcast burning is used in management and enhancement of multiple

resources or for multiple purposes. Figure 2.11 shows a USFS employee using a drip

torch to burn beargrass (Xerophyllum tenax) for basket material within the research

area. When done under ideal weather conditions, prescribed fire can be inexpensive

to implement. However, due to rules and regulations regarding prescribed fire, there

are more costs and risks associated with this method. When used in combination with

hand methods such as pulling away (e.g. establishing fire lines), prescribed fire can

be very flexible in meeting the needs of individual stands.

Forest Restoration on Nonindustrial Private Land

Most of the nonindustrial private land in the research area is located at low

elevations. Low elevation pine (Pinus sp.) and mixed-conifer forests have been

identified as the highest priority for thinning, in conjunction with prescribed fire, to

contribute to the restoration of wildlife habitat while making forest more resilient to

uncharacteristically severe wildfire (Brown, et al. 2004). Within the research area,

private land has often experienced a combination of intensive and fallow land

management practices, extensive ecosystem degradation and the most effective fire
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suppression, leading to high levels of fuel loading. When private landowners feel that

their life and property are relatively secure from extreme wildfire, they are more willing

to support both wildiand fire use and prescribed fire on adjacent USFS and private

properties.

The term 'nonindustrial private forest lands' means rural lands that have

existing tree cover or are suitable for growing trees; and are owned by any

nonindustrial private individual, group, association, corporation, Indian tribe, or other

private legal entity with definitive decision-making authority over the lands (U.S. Code

T16 C14 §2103b).

According to the National Association of State Foresters (2006), there are

almost 500 million acres of non-Federal forests, making up two thirds of the forests in

the U.S. However, few of these lands are located in the Western U.S. and even fewer

are located within the research area.

According to the Humboldt and Siskiyou County Assessors Office records,

only one landowner within the research area, other than the Forest Service qualifies

as a large landowner, owning over 1,000 acres. The majority of the landowners own

parcels that average 6.75 acres. Studies and experience show that as tract size

declines, owners become less likely to actively manage their forests (NASF 2006).

Therefore, a need exists to connect these small landowners with funding, planning,

educational, technical, and financial assistance.

To date, most of the financial assistance for landowners within the research

area has come through "Fire Safe" and fuels reduction projects that contribute to the

protection of resources in the event of fire. Changes in forest structure due to fire

suppression, logging and cessation of Karuk burning practices have contributed to
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risk of uncharacteristically severe wildfires in the research area. Orleans and Somes

Bar are communities at risk, according to the Federal Register (California Fire

Alliance 2005), and are they both adjacent to fire risk originating on USFS lands and

also serve as a risk to adjacent USFS land. In recent years, federal, state, county and

private funding has been allocated to fuels reduction work on private land, especially

due to fire risk originating on federal lands. Large, stand-replacing wildfires with high

to extreme fire behavior could drastically affect the communities and forests of

Orleans and Somes Bar. Even smaller fires, if they are located close to private

property or are wind driven, could have severe impacts on private land. The recent

Geary and Wooly (2005), Wilder (2004), Dance (2001), Windy (2000), and the

Megram (1999) fires show the potential impact of fires to these community areas.

There are also some federal, state and regionally administered funds to assist

private landowners in planning and implementing projects through cost-share

opportunities for land management planning, conservation practices to enhance

wildlife habitat, and practices to enhance the productivity of the land. The major

programs are the: 1) California Forest Improvement Program (CFIP) administered

through California Department of Forestry and Fire (CDF), 2) Forest Stewardship

Program, administered through CDF, 3) Vegetation Management Program (VMP),

administered through CDF, 4) Forestland Enhancement Program (FLEP)

administered through the State and Private Forestry organization of the US Forest

Service, and 5) Environmental Quality Incentives Program (EQIP), administered

through Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS). However, fewer and fewer

funds are being allocated annually for landowner assistance programs, some of the
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money allocated is cancelled in subsequent years, and many funds are transferred to

wildland fire suppression and not repaid (NASF 2006).

Due to the significant number of projects being accomplished on nonindustrial

private land in the name of fire and fuels, and the relatively small amount of funds

being made available for other restoration projects, it is necessary to address how

much fuels reduction projects can incorporate forest restoration objectives. Kaufmann

(2006) provides a framework for combining the two objectives in Figure 2.12.

Restoration objectives include conservation of biological diversity; improvement of

productive capacity; maintaining forest health; protection of soil and water resources;

carbon sequestration; social, cultural, and economic benefits, as well as compliance

with existing rules and regulations. Fuels reduction projects can also facilitate the

reintroduction of fire on private and public land.

Table 2.1: Land Ownership in the Research Area

Ownership Type %
Federal (mostly USFS National Forest) 93.32
Private (mostly rural residential) 3.66
Tribal (mostly Karuk Tribe of California) 2.93
State (California Division of Highways CalTrans) 0.06
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Flaure 2.1: Mao of the Karuk Aboriainal Territory (Quinn 2004)
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Figure 2.8: USFS Silviculture Treatment for Fuels Reduction
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Lower Middle Kiamath Watershed Analysis
FireHlstorybyCausel9lO-2001
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Figure 2.11: Prescribed Burn with Drip Torch

Figure 2.12: The Relationship between Ecological Restoration and Fire
Risk Mitigation (Kaufmann 2006)
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CHAPTER 3: THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

One must begin not with abstract premises or dogmas but with the productive
activities of real individuals (Greenberg and Park 1994:1).

In this chapter, I will explore my theoretical framework. This framework

includes political ecology and symbolic anthropology.

In almost every anthropology class I have taken, there has been some

reference to the Balinese cockfights that Clifford Geertz (1973) made so famous (at

least within anthropological circles). Geertz writes of the outlawed fights: "like drinking

during Prohibition or, today, smoking marijuana, cockfights being part of 'The

Balinese Way of Life,' nonetheless go on happening, and with extraordinary

frequency." The cockfights are not just cockfights; they are also symbols of the

conflict and stratification within Balinese society, and according to Geertz,

synonymous with Balinese life.

While I have repeatedly read that passage over the years, it did not have

much meaning to me until I began my research in Northern California. Fire is the

Balinese cockfight of the Klamath River. Replace the cocks and spurs with Bic

lighters and drip torches. Fire is synonymous with river life.

Like the Balinese cockfights, the colonial government outlawed fire. Beginning

in 1793 with the SpanishMexican government, fire control regulations served to stop

the "childishness" of the Indian use of fire that "has been unduly tolerated"1 (Clar

1 While the early Spanish outlawed the use of fire, I note that they acknowledged the Indian
use of fire. Clar, the author of California Government and Forestry, the book from which the
proclamation was excerpted, questions the Indian use of fire, stating: "It would be difficult to
find a reason why the Indians should care one way or another if the forest burned. It is quite
something else again to contend that the Indians used fire systematically to "improve" the
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1959:8-10). However, unlike the Bahnese cockfights that are associated with men,

the outlawing of burning was directed at "the old women" (Clar 1959:8). In addition,

Geertz (1973:568) emphasized that the cockfights are only "really real" for the cocks.

The cultural use of fire has been a matter of life or death for the Karuk people.

Continuing the SpanishMexican government's prohibition on cultural burning, the

United States (U.S.) government called for strict enforcement the no-burn policy. This

point is illustrated in the 1918 letter that the District Ranger for the Klamath National

Forest, F.W. Harley, wrote to the Forest Supervisor:

There is also another source of fires, which I will call the renegade
whites and Indians in the district... They set fires for pure cussedness
or in a spirit of don't care a damativeness, they have nothing at stake,
and don't care whether the fire damages other or not.... In the "Pure
cussedness class", the only sure way is to kill them off, every time you
catch one sneaking around in the brush like a coyote, take a shot at
him.

Today, the U.S. government and U.S. Forest Service (USFS) do not advocate the

murder of arsonists, though criminal prosecution is desired. However, the use of fire

continues to be a matter of life when we consider its importance to the physical,

economic and spiritual life of the river community. The absence of fire has lead to the

increased risk of fire itself damaging life and property. Many culturally important

plants are dependent upon active use of fire as management tool. Approximately

80% of Karuk ethnobotany, including food, medicine, basket materials, weapons,

hunting and fishing equipment, and religious materials, is associated with open

canopy or grasslands (Creasy 2006). However, the people who rely on fire for their

livelihood still feel that their voices are not being heard when policies are being made.

forest. Improve it for what purpose? Actually, they spent little time in the high forest" (Clar
1959:7).
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Modern-day cultural burning, often illegal, symbolizes the Karuk struggle for

indigenous sovereignty within the United States. In continuation of the analogy

between Balinese cockfights and cultural burning, perhaps if scientists could link

cockfights to community well being the Balinese government would accept the ritual

activity as part of life. In the case of fire, now that scientists are recognizing the

importance of fire in fire-adapted landscapes, policies have begun to shift towards the

implementation of prescribed fire. However, when tribal people advocated for the use

of fire in their fire-adapted cultural landscapes, policy makers dismissed them. Today,

many indigenous people are embracing the newfound scientific interest in fire to

further their political agenda. However, the reality remains that without the backing of

Western science, the people that rely on the use of fire are powerless within the

political arena.

The Symbolism of Fire

The politics of power related to fire management are complex. Within the

United States, the symbols surrounding fire speak a thousand words. The most

notable symbols are the ubiquitous Smokey Bear (Figure 3.1), the newcomer Reddy

Squirrel (Figure 3.2) and the charismatic pileated woodpecker holding a flaming

branch (Figure 3.3).

Perhaps Smokey Bear needs no introduction. He is famous. Created in 1944,

Smokey Bear and his slogan "Remember only you can prevent Forest fires" is the

longest running and one of the most effective public service campaigns in history. In

1968 a national advertising company noted that Smokey was the most popular

symbol in the United States, better known than the president (Pyne 1982). Smokey's
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image is protected by U.S. Federal Law and administered by the USDA Forest

Service, the National Association of State Foresters and the Ad Council.

In April 2001, the Ad Council changed Smokey's message from "Only you can

prevent forest fires" to "Only you can prevent wildfires" to address the increasing

number of wildfires in the nation's wildlands. The change cost $100,000 (About 2003).

Nonetheless, Smokey's message, in essence, remains the same: stop human-caused

fires. In this way, Smokey personifies the Human-Nature dichotomy and contradicts

indigenous claims that anthropogenic fires and people are an important part of

ecosystems.

Around the same time as the Ad Council changed Smokey's message, the

non-profit group Forest Service Employees for Environmental Ethics (FSEEE)

introduced their new mascot, the female Reddy Squirrel, for $45 in Forest Magazine

(About 2003). Unlike Smokey, Reddy Squirrel has struggled for recognition. Reddy is

not endorsed by the USFS. In contrast to Smokey's slogan, Reddy, in a distinctly

female voice, says: "Forest fires happen. Be ready!" FSEEE claims that Reddy is not

in competition with Smokey, but offers practical advice for homeowners and families

living in the Wildland-Urban Interface.

My first impulse regarding Reddy is to note that she has a cult following. The

fact that I think to call people who like Reddy a "cult" is a testament to her

marginalization within our society. Furthermore, who would want a measly squirrel as

an icon when you can have the top of the forest food chain? A bear is powerful and a

perfect choice to symbolize dominion over fire as a process within forests. In our

competitive sport driven society, a squirrel does not inspire strength. If a squirrel did

inspire strength, perhaps the Chicago Cubs would become the Chicago Squirrels and
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the University of California Berkeley Golden Bears would become the Golden

Squirrels. However, the USFS adoption of a squirrel as a fire mascot would more

accurately reflect humans' lack of strength to control fire, but merely be ready (aka

Reddy) for it.

In contrast to Reddy and Smokey, the pileated woodpecker flying with a

burning branch does not have a name. We could call him, or her, Woody. Woody has

appeared on the cover of the scientific journal, Conse,vation Biology (Figure 3.4). To

me, Woody is reminiscent of a dove with an olive branch. Is the woodpecker bringing

peace to the human relationship with fire? Woody is also part of the logo for Systems

for Environmental Management, one of the makers of the FIREMON software, which

is readily used within the scientific community for prioritizing, planning for and

analyzing fire effects. Overall, I think that Woody has been taken more seriously than

Reddy within the scientific community. Recognizing that science is powerful within our

society, Woody may have a chance to become symbolic of the reintroduction of fire

into forests.

Woody would also be a culturally appropriate symbol for the research area. In

Karuk culture, woodpeckers, especially pileated woodpeckers, are considered a

representation of wealth and knowledge. Even in the late 1800's, pileated

woodpecker scalps would sell for $2.50 to $5 apiece (Powers 1877). In one Karuk

story, Coyote explains that "woodpecker scarlet" is an acceptable form of payment for

a wife (Harrington 1932:94). This form of payment is also significant since

woodpeckers often mate for life and represent cooperation and union. In another

Karuk story that shows woodpeckers' significance as a form of wealth (Kroeber and

Gifford 1980:18), two brothers wanted to go target shooting but were denied because
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they did not have woodpecker scalp headbands. Without woodpecker headbands the

brothers were considered poor and unworthy participating in target shooting a part

of the Pikiavish world renewal ceremony. The brothers had heard about a place in the

high country where, if one follows the correct procedures, a person can inherit many

riches. They left to that mountain place with nothing but acorns and bowguns. After

five days in the high country, following the needed formula for riches, the brothers

began the journey home. On the way home they were blessed with seeing and

shooting a white deer, pileated woodpeckers and other mountain birds which

represent riches in Karuk culture. The next year they went to target shoot as part of

the Pikiavish ceremony and their headbands were solid woodpecker scarlet. They

were then able to be a part of the reawakening and renewal of the earth.

In addition to being a form of wealth and an important part of Karuk regalia

(Bright 1978; Kroeber 1925) (such as headbands), woodpeckers represent important

parts of the ecological system within the research area - including fire. Frequent, low

intensity fire creates forests that are dominated by larger trees, an important part of

the woodpecker nesting and food base. On the other hand, intense fire can kill trees,

creating snags and down wood for woodpecker habitat. In this way, the woodpecker

represents the balance of fire - its destructive and regenerative aspects.

While woodpeckers have a significant place within Karuk culture and the

ecology of the Klamath-Siskiyou region, they are not necessarily significant to

Western society. As a mascot, Woody is more similar to Reddy in that he is not at the

top of the food chain. The bear is considered a more powerful animal. However, as

the underdog, Woody is more representative of the Karuk struggle for power within
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Western society. The flaming branch that he carries is symbolic of both the

reintroduction of fire to the landscape and the balance between people and place.

The woodpecker, bear, and squirrel all have important roles in symbolizing the

human relationship with fire. However, they differ in the power that they have to

influence the way that society relates to fire as an ecological process. This difference

in power largely relates to differences in power between the creators of these images.

The images ultimately reflect who has power within society. Similar to when the

colonial Dutch outlawed cockfights and the Balinese people did not have power to

advocate for the importance of the sport to their culture, the Karuk people have

historically lacked the power to advocate for the importance of fire. It is fair to ask: If

Balinese society launched a campaign to advocate for cockfights with a hero like

Smokey, would the colonial government allow the sport? However, the amount of

investment required to launch a Smokey-like campaign is beyond the scope of most

indigenous groups. In terms of fire, the Karuk people have no mascot to advocate for

the reintroduction of fire.

The concept of a Karuk mascot to advocate for culturally appropriate fire use

seems odd. Before the U.S. government seized power over the Karuk territory, the

Karuk people did not have to prove the worthiness of fire to anybody. On the contrary,

if they did not use fire, they would most likely starve. These days, the medicine man

could be considered one of the most prominent advocates for fire use among the

Karuk. He is the one responsible for initiating burning after the Pikiavish world

renewal ceremony. However, to call the medicine man a mascot would be unrealistic.

A mascot serves as a public symbol. During most of the medicine man's duties, he is

supposed to remain unseen.
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From the Karuk perspective, almost every part of the forest ecosystem could

serve as a mascot for fire use. For example, in the Karuk story that tells of the origin

of fire, all of the animals had a part in bringing fire to the people (Powers 1877:38):

Far away toward the rising sun, somewhere in a land which no Karok
had ever seen, Kareya had made fire and hidden it in a casket, which
he gave to two old hags to keep, lest some Karok should steal it. So
now the coyote befriended the Karok again, and promised to bring
them some fire. He went out and got together a great company of
animals, one of every kind from the lion down to the frog. These he
stationed in a line all along the road, from the home of the Karok to the
far-distant land where the fire was, the weakest animal nearest home
and the strongest near the fire.

The idea of picking one mascot to advocate for fire brings up the much larger issue of

communication differences between cultural groups. Since we live in a Euro-

American dominated society, communication techniques, such as mascots, are

powerful forces within our society.

The symbols related to fire in American society Smokey, Reddy and Woody

- not only symbolize our relationship to fire but also the power relationships within

society. The discrepancies in power between symbols can be examined through the

framework of political ecology.

The Politics of Ecology

Ecology is the science that studies organisms and their interactions with their

living and non-living environment. Politics are something we usually associate with

human systems. Acknowledging that humans are part of ecosystems that they are

one of the many organisms that interact with their environment - brings human politics

into the realm of ecology. With the understanding that people have a complex and
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multifaceted relationship with Nature2, political ecology is an analytical framework for

examining how cultural, political, economic and ecological systems are connected

(Jones, et al. 2004). The goal of this approach is to avoid dualistic attitudes, such as

those in Table 3.1, and develop policies and programs that recognize that humans

are a part of ecosystems. Today, we use many terms that recognize the

interdependency between humans and Nature. Some of those terms are presented in

Table 3.1 as a contrast to the dualistic concepts.

While I hear the term 'politics' on a day-to-day basis, I rarely hear it defined.

Drawing from the field of political ecology, politics are the exercise of power as a

social relation built on asymmetrical distributions of resources and risks (Paulson, et

al. 2003). In short, politics are related to power and how it is distributed between

groups in a variety of settings and at multiple scales. For example, there could be

competition (power struggles) between groups within a community or between

policies at the National level and realities of the local level implementation. Just as

the Dutch colonists outlawed cockfights at the National level, the law was almost

impossible to enforce at the local level; within the research area, there is little means

to enforce National level laws regarding nontimber forest product harvesting, arson,

or other forest related activities.

If ecology operated free of politics, would the management of National Forests

be based on the best available science regarding forest management? Science itself

is not void of politics. Within academia, there has recently been a Jot of discussion

about the synthesis of conventional Scientific Ecological Knowledge and (SEK) and

2 To be consistent with Paulson et al. (2003), I use the capitalized form of "Nature" in order to
emphasize the difficulty of identifying any aspect of the environment as an objective entity that
we can understand or reference in a way that is free from culturally shaped human cognition.
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Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK). TEK is commonly defined as "a cumulative

body of knowledge, practice and belief, evolving by adapted processes and handed

down through generations by cultural transmission, about the relationship of living

beings (including humans) and their environment" (Berkes 1999). As referred to in the

preamble and Article 8(j) of the Convention on Biological Diversity, agreed to at the

United Nations Conference on Environment and Development, TEK can be viewed as

the means that enabled indigenous peoples to interact with their natural environment

in a sustainable manner (Haruyama 2003). Some scholars, such as Paul Nadasdy

(1999), emphasize that there are existing power relationships between the

government and indigenous groups. The government is associated with SEK and the

indigenous groups are associated with TEK. Nadasdy argues that in order for a

synthesis of the two forms of knowledge to take place, TEK must incorporate into the

existing bureaucracy and scientific framework. In other words, SEK has the power. To

illustrate this, Nadasdy uses the example of the common application of TEK to

specific species (e.g. the TEK of Beluga Whales). This focus does not reflect the

interests of native hunters, but caters to the needs of scientists who, in turn, have to

conform to the existing bureaucracy. TEK relies on oral tradition and first hand

experience, which are qualitative, anecdotal sources not readily accepted by Western

scientists whose training is limited to interpretation of quantitative data (Kimmerer and

Lake 2001). Furthermore, even when indigenous people offer their expertise, they still

do not have equal decision-making authority. Within the research area, no matter how

much tribal members cautioned against fire suppression or overharvesting of timber

and nontimber products, their expertise was not properly valued. Tribes are also not

compensated for the many years they have spent developing resources. Intellectual
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property rights of indigenous people regarding management and utilization of natural

resources has not been as widely developed in the United States as it has in tropical

countries regarding indigenous people's rights over medicinal plants and

pharmaceutical research (Brush and Stabinsky 1996). In summary, the existing power

relationships between tribes and the federal government have not changed. The

federal government, through the validation of SEK, maintains decision-making

authority.

One possible way for the Karuk Tribe to influence decision-making is through

co-management. As a sovereign nation, the Karuk Tribe can deal with the federal

government on a government-to-government basis. Furthermore, co-management is

an institutional arrangement where government agencies, such as the USFS and

Karuk Tribe, enter into an agreement for a specific geographical region and decide

(Osherenko 1988):

1) A system of rights and obligations for those interested in the
resource; 2) a collection of rules indicating actions that subjects are
expected to take under various circumstances; and 3) procedures for
making collective decisions affecting the interests as government
actors, user organizations, and individual users.

This type of agreement between two government agencies requires a large amount

trust something that is often lacking due to the historical relationships between

tribes and the federal government. Nonetheless, many view co-management as a

necessity since both the USFS and the Karuk Tribe are not going to go away. As the

vice-chair of the Karuk Tribe stated in an interview (Karuk Tribe of California

1999:16): "my desired future condition is co-management.... Co-management offers

the best hope for fixing [all of the problems] and for achieving the desired end of

forest health. This will take recognition of both sides and requires true co-
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management." However, research participant Will Harling notes: "The Forest Service

is very afraid of losing control and of tribal co-management so, hopefully at some

point in the future, we come to a place where those land management techniques will

be valued at a larger scale" (Harling 2005). This passage reiterates the point that the

USFS and Western science fail to acknowledge the value of Karuk indigenous

knowledge, value, and management.

Ongoing cutbacks in timber revenue, federal appropriations, and, therefore,

USFS jobs have left National Forests within the research area under-managed. If the

USFS is unable or unwilling to manage the National Forest resources, why not let

someone else step up into the managerial position? From the framework of political

ecology, the USFS control over National Forest lands is a form of power. Even if the

USFS is not using the resource, or even letting it degenerate, they want to maintain

control over those resources as capital for the future. The Karuk Tribe, as the second

largest tribe in California, has the potential to be a threat the USFS' power.

The implementation of fire is a good example of one area of potential co-

management between the Karuk Tribe and the USFS. It also represents an example

of balance between humans and Nature. As noted by Kimmerer and Lake (2001:36):

Every landscape reflects the history and culture of the people who
inhabit it. The worldview of a society is often written more truthfully on
the land than in its documents. The current American landscape
represents the historical legacy of one worldview imposed on another,
the colonial overlaying the indigenous. Nowhere is this history more
apparent than in the attitudes toward fire, attitudes made manifest on
the landscape.

The colonists with the decision-making power interpreted fire as destructive and

attempted to control it. On the other hand, indigenous groups living in an area before

the colonial period both utilized fire as a management tool and recognized its
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destructive ability developing a reciprocal, or balanced, relationship with it. An

analogy can be drawn between the balanced relationship that these groups had with

fire and the woodpecker's reliance on a balance between both low intensity and

moderate to high intensity for its habitat requirement. However, since the colonists

and the U.S. government had the power and authority, their policies and worldview

dictate management practices. Ironically, the government's attempt to control fire

created greater fire unpredictability and decreased health in fire-adapted ecosystems

and communities.

While the interdependency between ecology and community is evident to

many, external forces affect those linkages, just as colonial views affected the

balance between people and fire. Some of these forces are presented in Figure 3.5,

(adapted from Michaelidou 2002:612). Most of us understand the importance of

economics as a force in our lives. As Harvey (1996:332) claims, "The circulation of

money is a prime ecological variable." Those ecological forces are closely related to

political forces as pressure to "get the cut out" of National Forests to contribute to the

National Treasury. Social forces are also paramount. The social pressure against

prescribed fire is a good example of a social force that negatively affects both

ecological and community health within the research area. In short, we cannot

address the topic of fuels reduction and forest restoration without recognizing existing

external forces. Just as there are layers of meaning in a landscape, there are layers

of social, economic and political forces involved in implementing forestry

prescriptions. The analytical frameworks of symbolic anthropology and political

ecology can help us better understand these external forces through exploration of

existing power relationships between stakeholders and recognition of how those
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relationships are manifested on the ground. I will further discuss these external forces

and their impact on forest restoration within the research area in Chapters 5 and 6.

Table 3.1: Dualistic and Integrated Views of Resource Management

Dualistic
Human Nature
Economics Conservation
Community viability Ecosystem viability
Jobs Spotted Owls
Global Local
Development Protection
Anthropocentric Biocentric
Culture Science

[4'
Integrated

Community-Based Resource Management
Traditional Ecological Knowledge & Management

Biodiversity Management
Sustainable Development

In te rd e pen d e cy
Kincentricity

Reciprocal Relationship
Balance

Co-Management
Environmental Justice
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Figure 3.1: Smokey Bear Campaign
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Figure 3.3: Pileated Woodpecker with Flaming Branch
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Figure 3.4: Pileated Woodpecker on the Cover of
Conservation Biology

Ecosystem Health

1. Biological diversity

2. Ecological Processes

3. Water Quality and

Quantity

Community Health
1. Cultural sustainability
2. Social and environmental

values
3. Economic, physiological and

psychological well-being
4. Community participation and

capacity
5. Environmental and cultural

knowledge

External Forces

1. Social forces

2. Economic forces

3. Political forces

Figure 3.5: Ecosystem Health, Community Health and External Forces
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CHAPTER 4: METHODS

As an anthropology student, my goal is to study forest restoration and fire

through the study of people. As a fifth generation forest worker, I have grown up

experiencing the interdependency of humans and Nature. For my family, forests are a

source of livelihood. They provide a worker's wage, the opportunity to harvest

nontimber forest products, and a source of recreation. As an applied researcher, my

goal is to create positive change for those involved in restoration and fuels reduction

through the sharing of information and solving of problems identified through

research.

I designed my research on people, forests, and fire as participant action

research (PAR). PAR is characterized as being specific to a particular location (e.g.

the lower mid Kiamath) and is intended to further local goals with local partners.

Since the information presented in this research is for local use, it is not designed to

be scientific, generalizable knowledge on forest restoration (Trotter and Schensul

1998). The sampling techniques reflect this emphasis on the local setting and are not

able to be applied to larger contexts. However, I hope that groups and individuals

outside of the research area can appreciate this research as a community forestry

case study.

In November 2003, I contacted the Orleans/Somes Bar Fire Safe Council

(OSB FSC) to see if I could be of assistance to them. I began my internship with the

OSB FSC in June 2005. While my role with the OSB FSC began with research of

non-timber forest products for the floral and craft trade industry, it developed into a

more all-encompassing role in both the OSB FSC and their parent organization, the

Mid Kiamath Watershed Council (MKWC). Almost two years after I began my
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internship, I now have such an active role within both organizations that it has been

difficult to find time to write up my research results. However, my time with the

organizations has been invaluable to understanding the complexity of community

forestry.

Types of Methods

I used a variety of methods, including: 1) participant observation, 2)

interviews, 3) focus groups, 4) a literature review, 5) archival analysis, 6) aerial

photograph, photography, map and GIS analysis, and 7) site visits.

The literature review and archival analysis gave me background detail and

context for developing interview and focus group questions. It also gave me context

for interpreting information provided by participants and conveyed through participant

observation. Whenever possible, I grouped interviews and focus groups with site

visits. I found that the visible landscape was invaluable in triggering additional

information and/or detailed interpretations from participants. Even during one-on-one

interviews, the landscape itself was a participant providing questions for an interview

that I would have never thought of myself. Aerial photos and maps also functioned as

triggers for additional information. I tested the reliability and validity of participant's

data through "triangulation" of theoretical, disciplinary, source, and methodological

perspectives (Berg 1998).

I selected research participants using targeted sampling of key informants.

Key informants, for the purposes of this research, are experts in the field of forest

restoration, including on-the-ground workers, office personnel, private landowners,

federal employees, cultural resource managers, and restoration practitioners. The
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selection of key informants from various social walks of life, in order to represent a

more full range of stakeholders, was essential in this research. I conducted interviews

until there was sufficient redundancy, or, until the key information provided continued

to repeat itself and no new information was being presented. This resulted in twenty-

one interviews, fourteen site visits, and three focus groups. I continued to interact on

a regular basis (daily, weekly or monthly) with most of the participants throughout the

period of research. Two participants, absentee landowners, were only consulted with

during the interview process.

Participant obse,vation

Participant observation is the central and defining method of research in

cultural anthropology and an extremely useful method during this research. In

essence, participant observation is the sharing of life with people over a significant

amount of time. It can be defined as the explicit and systematic use of the information

gained through participating and observing (Dewalt, et al. 1998). This includes

recording and analyzing observations. Participant observation is a tool for both data

collection and analysis in that it enhances the quality of data obtained through use of

other methods (e.g. interviews), and it enhances the interpretation of that data

(Dewalt, et al. 1998).

As a method, I used participant observation intermittently from November

2003 to June 2004, then consistently from June 2004 to March 2006. Participant

observation was useful at a series of local and regional meetings, conferences,

seminars and community events (Appendix A). I also used this method during over

700 hours of work with the Mid Kiamath Watershed Council and Orleans/Somes Bar
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with community members in the surrounding forests, in the local café, markets, post

office, at the homes of community members, and while volunteering within the

community.

Participant observation is undoubtedly the most ethically questionable method

utilized during this research. I have made conscious efforts to not include information

if I felt it would at all harm the participant or the community and/or reveal identities of

participants who chose to remain anonymous. For example, I choose not to include

information about marijuana production even though it has a significant impact on

forest restoration within the research area.

Interviews

I strived to maintain consistent interview methods, topics, and formats during

all recording, transcription, and editing phases of interviews. As carefully and

completely as possible, I documented circumstances, locations, and surroundings of

recorded sessions. I also recorded and transcribed, without alteration, my own and

participants' verbal nuances and inflections. This method provides widely accepted,

highly accurate documentation of, and context to, what participants said, how they

said it, and why.

I conducted interviews at times, locations and under circumstances that were

convenient and agreeable to the participants. This helped to build rapport, increase

trust, reduce apprehension, and discourage overly guarded responses. I informed

participants of their right to stop interviews at any time, to decline answering

uncomfortable questions, and to have their own questions answered regarding my
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nature of the interview questions and asked if I could record the interview. Eighteen

out of twenty-one interviews were recorded. I assured participants they would have

the opportunity to edit and amend any transcribed statements they made before

distribution of any of the information they provided. Participants were uniformly

cooperative, candid, and helpful. Very little recorded information was ever eliminated

or significantly altered by any of the participants. Only one interview, recorded with

background noise, required extensive editing.

Interviews typically began with introductions, discussion and signing of an

informed consent agreement consistent with the Institutional Review Board (IRB)

ethics and standards of conduct as required by Oregon State University IRB

requirements (see Appendix B), and a discussion of the basic interview plan. I

stopped recordings to change tapes, during interruptions such as the participant's

ringing phone and subsequent phone conversation, during agreed upon breaks in the

interview and/or at specific request of the participant. I occasionally repeated or

rephrased questions in an effort to gain additional thoughts or information, but tried to

keep repetition to a minimum in order maintain the flow of conversation. Interviews

continued as long as participants remained willing and until participants addressed all

of the questions. Interviews concluded with the understanding that follow up

interviews may take place and that participants could make written amendments.

Upon completion of recording sessions, I told participants they would receive copies

of tapes and transcripts and were encouraged to make whatever edits they desired or

needed. If deemed necessary, we planned arrangements for future interview
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lasted between one and two hours.

Site visits were invaluable to this research. Interviews, coupled with a site visit,

allowed for a more lively discussion of the visible landscape and restoration projects.

Three of the on-site visits were tape-recorded and one was video recorded. The

remainders, due to the difficulty of achieving a good recording, were not audio

recorded. Instead, I made hand-written notes during the site visit, transcribed, and

then distributed the transcripts to the participants, along with the transcripts of the

interviews.

Filming documented a prescribed burn on one private landowner's property

(Figure 4.1). Due to burn restrictions and inopportune weather, there was only one

prescribed burn during the period of research. Because of this, videography was an

underutilized method for this project. With improved quality and quantity of video and

sufficient editing, visual conveyance of information for landowners could provide an

accessible form of information about forest restoration.

After an interview, I made duplicates of the tapes of completed interviews and

transcribed the original. I also read and amended the transcripts while listening to the

recordings. Then, I sent transcripts to the participant for editing. The participant is

often the best person for this step because they were most aware of what was talked

about, general accuracy, how names were spelled, what they had intended to say,

and what had been left unsaid. Eight interview transcripts were returned with

clarifications and edits.

Interview participants were selected based on their expertise in forest

restoration and fuels reduction. Many participants belong to one or more of the
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following categories: on-the-ground workers, office personnel, private landowners,

federal employees, tribal members, and restoration practitioners. A summary of

research participants' characteristics is listed in Table 4.1.

Focus Groups

Focused group interviews were both formal and informal in nature, audio

recorded, and more or less open ended. I used them primarily with on-the-ground

crews and office personnel who work in the fields of forest restoration and fuels

reduction. Focus groups were extremely useful for this research since they produce a

lot of information in a short amount of time from a larger number of people than would

be possible by only interviewing key informants. They also provided information about

interactions among group members (Trotter and Schensul 1998). Combined

responses to questions provided answers that were more detailed and as group

members corroborated or rejected ideas, they commented on the validity of the

information provided.

I managed transcriptions of group interviews in the same manner as individual

interviews - making duplicates of the tapes and transcribing the original. I also read

and amended the transcripts while listening to the recordings and sent transcripts to

the participants for editing. None of the transcripts were returned; however,

subsequent conversations with participants served as clarification.

Literature Review

For the literature review, I studied both popular and scientific literature.

Popular literature was only slightly useful during the course of this research.



Generally, popular literature is an example of how authors present information to the

public and nonindustrial private landowners. It was also useful in establishing public

perceptions of fire use.

Scientific information includes biological and social scientific literature, which

was obtained and used in a number of ways for this research. A comprehensive

literature review provided a framework of recognized ecological methods for forest

restoration. Literature reviews also assisted in the formation of a reference ecosystem

as well as the limitations of that model. In general, review of scientific literature was

multidisciplinary in scope, but interdisciplinary in design and application. That is,

multiple scientific disciplines were identified and considered for their use to this study,

and then combinations of selected sources were synthesized to serve various

functions related to project design (theory), process (methodology), and analysis

(corroboration and comparison). Each of these approaches can be defined as

"triangulation" (Berg 1998), which typically involves the use of two or more theories,

methodologies, and/or sources of information for purposes of reliability and validity.

Archival records

Archival research itself served as an integral part of both anthropological and

ecological analysis (Brettell 1998). Archival documents were corroborated whenever

possible to verify their validity.

Archival records provided background and context for developing interview

questions as well as interpreting data. Government documents, private collections,

anthropological records, journals and correspondence letters were the primary source

of historical data. Information on cultural land management practices was found in the
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writings of gold and timber prospectors, Indian Agents, school teachers, and Forest

Service personnel (Arnold and Reed 1957; Harrington 1932; Kroeber and Gifford

1949). Information on the introduction of invasive species was also documented in

the archives (Southard 1851), as well as lightning and anthropogenic fires (Arnold

and Reed 1957; Cooper 1939; Davies and Frank 1992; Morford 1984). Forest

conditions (Davies and Frank 1992), land management conflicts (Genzoli (1863)

1967; Harley 1918), establishment of private property (Arnold and Reed 1957),

wildlife populations (Kinman 1876; Pearsall and Pearsall 1928; Wistar 1937), climate,

and other topics of interest (Fountain n.d.; McKee (1851) 1963) were also studied.

Aerial Photograph, Photograph, Map and GIS Analysis

Aerial photographs are photographs taken from the air, typically from airplanes.

These photographs begin in the 1940s and continue at periodic intervals to the

present (1944-2003). Continuous series of aerial photographs provide a reliable form

of repeat photography because they were taken at specific points in time and were

taken at intervals of less than ten years each. Aerial photographs were a major value

for locating and mapping landscape features and vegetation patterns and as temporal

and spatial references for interviews. Many participants provided additional

information to, and interpretations of, aerial photographs discussed during the

interview process.

Photographs (excluding aerial photographs) from a variety of sources

provided an important source of information on vegetation and landscape change

over time as well as documentation of restoration projects in the research area. In a

method described as "repeat photography," photographs are taken from the same
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locations over time. This is a common monitoring tool used to document the

implementation of projects and is used extensively in the research area.

Maps included cadastral (land ownership) maps and GIS produced maps,

which were used to analyze parcel size, distribution, ownership, vegetation type, fire

history, and past management activities. I also used maps to interpret aerial

photographs. Maps are the primary medium used in this study to display and

compare spatial and temporal information.

Summary of Data Analysis

Field notes, interview transcripts, and literature were coded by thematic

categories. The text was read and themes, categories and concepts in the text were

identified, and then inductively coded (Bernard and Ryan 1998:614). Verbatim codes,

using the words of the participants or documents, were used whenever possible. After

coding the major themes, codes were tested on interview transcripts, field notes and

archival documents to see if there were exceptions to the code. If there were

exceptions, codes were redefined based on the identified themes.

There were many themes within my research. However, I found it useful to

cluster themes together into four major groups: 1) Human/Nature Relationship, 2)

Community Capacity, 3) Legal Landscape, and 4) Treatment Prescriptions. I discuss

individual themes within these groups. Groups and themes were based on the

questions that I asked participants; the frequency with which participants reference

certain points; and keywords identified through participant observation and the

literature review. Table 4.2 summarizes the groups and themes. They will be

discussed in detail in the next chapter.
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Table 4.1: Characteristics of Research Participants

Characteristic Number of
Participants

Associated with the OSB FSC 4

Associated with the USFS 3

Associated with the Karuk Tribe 5

Identifies as Native American 7
(may overlap with other ethnic identities)

Identifies as Euro-American 15
(may overlap with other ethnic identities)

Identifies as Latino 3(may overlap with other ethnic identities)

Private Landowner within the Research Area 9

On-the-Ground Worker 8(retired workers included)

Restoration Practitioner 10

Office Personnel 10

Male 14

Female 7
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Table 4.2: Data Groups and Themes

Keeping People on the Land
Past Management Activities

Human Nature Relationship
Managing for Biodiversity

Balance
Being Afraid

The_Use_of Traditional_Ecological_Knowledge

Leadership and Collaboration

Community Capacity
Ruralism

The Community Forestry Community?
On_the_Ground_and_In_the_Office

Legal Limitations
Legal Landscape Enforcement

Fire Suppression

The Workforce
Funding

Prescribed Fire

Treatment Prescriptions
Nontimber Forest Products

Wildlife Habitat
Canopy Cover

Species Selection
Monitoring
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Figure 4.1: Documenting a Site Visit and Prescribed Burn
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CHAPTER 5: THEMES OF RESTORATION IN THE RESEARCH AREA

This chapter presents the major themes that I identified through my research.

Most of the references in this chapter are from participants. At times, I also relate

what participants have said to published materials to explain more fully the message

of the participants.

Human/Nature Relationship

Discussions of land management inevitably lead to the question: What is our

relationship to Nature? This question often leads to a list of polarized views. People

place themselves on a continuum between anthropocentric and biocentric. We

discuss natural versus cultural landscapes. Scientific ecological knowledge is defined

in contrast to traditional ecological knowledge. Old-growth forests are distinguished

from secondary forests. While these polarities are often discussed academically, on

the ground, these polarities seem much less black and white. The blending of these

polarities is easily noted physically in forest gardens, and culturally in the

relationships that local community members have with their environments. This

relationship is discussed in the following themes.

Keeping People on the Land

In contrast to the human versus Nature polarity, all participants responded that

the ideal Human/Nature relationship involved actually "getting into the woods" and

"going out" especially to participate in some sort of management activity. In short,

"We want to keep people on the land" (Martinez 2004). Most responses involved
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repeatedly going out, especially intergenerationally, even to the point of developing

seasonal habits for harvesting and management (Glaze 2005; Harling 2005). Many

participants also commented on the fuel buildups and current lack of forest

management in the mid Klamath region as serious concerns since they impede

access to the National Forests. Will Harling, program director of the Mid Klamath

Watershed Council, notes (2005):

You can't walk through the forest anymore; the value of our National
Forest is degrading rapidly because we can't use it anymore.... So, if
we don't use it, my fear is that we'll lose it. Recently we have been
losing it to large-scale wildfires.

Fuel buildup is not only a fire hazard; it inhibits access to the forest and enhancement

of forest gardens.

Many participants note that forest restoration involves having people in the

forest. One way to achieve this is to create jobs in the woods, for this generation and

for future generations to come. As noted by the vision statement of the Mid Klamath

Watershed Council (MKWC 2006):

We envision the diverse communities of the Kiamath Basin working
together to restore our watershed resources to their historic
abundance and function, so that our children and our children's
children will have the opportunity to stay and create sustainable
livelihoods.

In this statement, the restoration of resources is aimed at economic sustainability over

many generations.

While this may be the goal, currently there are few desirable forestry jobs

available in the lower mid Klamath. Research participant Dennis Martinez (2004)

notes that rural adolescents do not find forestry as an esteemed profession:
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They want to be successful and they want to have a great profession.
And they don't think of ecology as being a great profession. So, we
want to get people back to thinking about forest restoration as a really
high calling - in continuation with people's relationship to the land.

There is good reason why these jobs are not appealing to rural youth. Forestry jobs

often require hard labor and increased risks with few financial benefits. Forestry and

restoration jobs tend to be seasonal and do not provide year-round security, requiring

workers to be on unemployment for part of the year. Lack of job security creates a

drain of workers to cities where there is more stable employment, and benefits such

as vacation time, sick leave, health benefits, and retirement. The result, as noted by

Harling (2005) is:

All of this knowledge about logging some of it may be archaic and bad,
but the actual skills are valuable. How do you log in a good way?
There are people that know it but because we've stopped logging
completely there is this generation gap where that knowledge may not
pass through.

Nonetheless, there are many outside labor forces that are willing to take forestry jobs.

This topic will be discussed in the workforce section below.

Past Management Activities

In general, participants characterize past management to various eras: The

gold rush, the grazing period, the fishing days and the timber boom. Harling (2005)

notes:

In the past it's been, "we want gold." We are going to get the gold the
most efficient way even if we have to wash away the mountains
through hydraulic mining. At some point in the thirties, we realized that
our salmon runs of the past were declining. We stopped that. We
began logging because we wanted to get timber the quickest most
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efficient way. The quickest most efficient way to do that is clearcutting.
It may have worked on the coast to clearcut because there weren't
fires like there are out here - that happen all of the time. But when they
tried to do that same kind of logging out here, a lightning storm would
come through, light up all of the slash and then burn everything up so
we realized quickly that clearcut logging does not work in this area. So
we have a history of managing for a single species, especially
humans.

In contrast to the ideal of intergenerational connection to place, participants view past

management activities as unsustainable. Another example of this is found in

management of nontimber forest products (NTFPs).

One participant, Denise Smith (2005), harvested Prince's Pine (Chimapliila

umbellate) for sale as soda flavoring:

We were being told to pull whole plant mortality. So, you pull the whole
thing and get all of the roots because there is more medicine in the
roots than there is in the top of the plant. And it didn't matter what time
of year, you go out and take as much as you can. And we had an order
for one ton of it dried. That's not wet weight, that's dried - so that we
could fill an entire train car. So we went out, started harvesting, and
started turning it into the warehouse, started harvesting, started turning
it into the warehouse. And I started becoming concerned, as did a
couple of other people starting to harvest, about what was the
sustainability of this. How much prince's pine was really out there?
Was what we were doing really sustainable? And the Forest Service
only charged us 10 dollars to pick a ton. And if they gave me a ton,
and Joe a ton, and Jane a ton, you know, I was thinking "oh my gosh,
there is something not right here....

Here the participant notes her concern over the intense harvesting of a species that is

also an important medicine for the Karuk people.

Participants also extensively addressed the management of fire, especially

through fire suppression. Due to the amount of discussion, fire suppression is a

theme in itself, which I will discuss under the Legal Landscape grouping.



In general, single species management within the research area created an

oversimplified relationship between the community and their environment, making it

highly susceptible to changes in politics, economics and ecology. When the changes

inevitably occurred, the community transitioned from a boom to a bust. However, due

to the overall relationship that community members had with the area, they choose to

remain, despite economic hardship. However, with knowledge of the fragility of the

community economics, many community members want to see an effort to manage

for biodiversity.

Managing for Biodiversity

Management for biodiversity is, in essence, management for a relationship

between people and the place they live. Participants note that the ideal relationship

with Nature involves management for more than any one resource, but management

that somehow benefits something bigger than the sum of all of the pieces. This is

management "not just based on benefits for a single species, that includes humans,

or cows [Bos sp.], or elk [Cervus elaphus nelsonij or whatever. We have to consider

what that means for all of the species on down the line" (Harling 2005). One

participant Frank Lake (2003), who is also my husband, calls this management for the

"hardware store, supermarket, pharmacy and church" all of the goods and services

required by the local community.

Managing for a diversity of species requires a certain level of ecological and

cultural literacy (Lake 2003) about the species being managed and the ecosystem in

general. Some participants express frustration with land managers, like the U.S.

Forest Service, who in the past have had a narrow mandate for management of forest
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resources. It is difficult to put into words the level of understanding that many

research participants have regarding resource use areas within the research area.

Subtleties of soil changes, aspect, species composition and life forms are usually

noted and catalogued for future reference and potential utilization of a seasonally or

successionally available resource.

While it is important to note what participants said regarding biodiversity

management, I also think it is important what they did not say. Participants never said

that it was easy to manage for a variety of forest goods and services. The interactions

between management and individual species and between different species are

complex. Many participants did note the need to have humility in resource

management.

Balance

During my research, I attended a conference titled "Traditional Knowledge and

Ecological Stewardship," held in Fortuna, CA. During this conference, a frequent

theme among Native speakers was the idea of the need to restore "balance." In

response to this, a man in the audience commented during the question and answer

period that the concept of balance was a fallacy and that scientific evidence now

shows that ecosystems are not balanced, but constantly changing. While there was

not much response to his statement during the formal session, after the conference

was over, several informal conversations addressed his comment. In general, the

response was: "How dare this White guy come in and tell us that our deeply held

cultural, spiritual and ecological belief is a fallacy, especially during a conference to

focus on the 'traditional' not the 'scientific."
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I am familiar with current scientific thinking, such as that in the Panarchy

theory (Gunderson and Holling 2002), which suggests that there is no such thing as

balance. However, the "balance" that the man was talking about and the balance that

the Native community was talking about are two different concepts. Within Panarchy

theory, ecosystems are viewed as constantly changing. The "balance" that the Native

conference speakers were talking about is more related to restoring the relationship

of Humans and Nature. For example, one participant commented that she was

against the reintroduction of the wolf back into the Klamath-Siskiyou Mountains and

that the reintroduction would overstep the role of humans in Nature. She says,

"People mess with Nature so much. Things are so out of balance" (Glaze 2005).

Participants continually mention balance and humility as necessary

considerations in forest management. On the other hand, Western science has

traditionally focused on ways to maximize economic gain and control outcomes. The

field of forest ecology aims to provide a system "by which we can predict the

response of ecosystems to natural and human-caused disturbance" (Kimmins

1997:16). Participants were not so quick to assume the ability to predict or control

outcomes. Participants noted that we must "error on the side of caution" since we

know so little about our impacts on all of the species. This theory is known as the

Precautionary principle (Brown, et al. 2000:398):

Despite international recognition of the precautionary principle as the
appropriate standard for dealing with scientific uncertainty about the
consequences of human actions when the environment is being
seriously threatened, the precautionary principle has not been widely
adopted by governments in domestic decision-making.

Within the research area, forests and their associated communities are

suffering due to losses in biodiversity, catastrophic wildfire, and general economic
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decline. Past management of natural resources in the research area reinforce the

research participants' desire to manage for the unknown and to be adaptive in the

management choices that are made. Whether the future holds ecological or cultural

shifts, the community and forest need to be resilient to change. One participant

relates this to management prescriptions on private land (Martinez 2004):

It's hard to tell on any given piece of ground exactly what's going to
happen. You can say, this piece of forest will probably burn down in
ten or twenty years, but on any given site it's very different.... And you
say, okay, let's go with that model to the extent we can, but let's leave
a few more in case something happens. So you are always playing
with things, you are never doing it exactly according to your model...
So, you need to have a buffer if you don't know. And because we don't
know so much we have to error on the side of caution. Absolutely.
That's like fundamental.... And even when you really know the plants
and animals and so on, there are things that you just can't predict are
going to happen in that forest system.

This same idea is echoed by Riggan (2005) who notes the need for site-specific

research and monitoring:

You never know all of what is going on. It's a very complex and
mysterious universe. And I think that a lot of that is exemplified in this
landscape. It is a mysterious and complex landscape a really unique
place on the planet with all of its diversity.... You have plant
communities breaking every single rule in the book out here. The
patterns that apply to a lot of other landscape don't apply here. So, the
mystery is strong here. And that makes it a really rich place to learn
from, because a lot of the other studies don't apply here. The research
doesn't work here. So there is a need for us to create our own
research, design our own research projects. And I think if we can look,
if we can put some of that into the context of trying to implement
traditional ecological knowledge, or new ecological new traditional
ecological knowledge, that is a great journey that we can and embark
upon. There is great opportunity here.

Here Riggan claims that not knowing everything about the landscape is part of the

"great journey" of becoming people of place and learning about the surrounding
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landscape. It is like becoming better acquainted with a friend or family member. I will

discuss this idea, known as kincentricity, in the Traditional Ecological Knowledge

section.

Being Afraid

Enough participants mentioned 'being afraid' or 'fear' that I thought I should

designate it as a theme. Unlike the other themes, which are relatively consistent

between participants, the theme of 'being afraid' was diverse. A few examples of the

use of this theme are as follows:

1) "This community is xenophobic" (Stearns 2005)

2) "If an individual wanted to come onto the land and wanted to do something,

they come ask you, talk to you and treat you like a human being. I have

people who come up here to do fisheries. They'll talk to you if you go down

there to talk to them, but they'd rather just walk right on by than get involved. I

don't know if they're afraid there will be dogs or you might be hostile, or don't

believe in what they're doing. It's a funny deal" (Bouse 2004).

3) "Our family keeps trying to get us to move away from here because they are

afraid that a big fire will hit" (Turner 2005).

4) "I think the [fuels reduction] is good for fire danger, but now people can see

down onto our property and I'm afraid we'll get robbed" (Forsythe 2006)

Overall, I think the theme of 'being afraid' is significant because it is one of the

driving forces for both action and inaction. Fear of fire can motivate people to create

defensible space, but the immediate threat of losing a visual barrier, may outweigh
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the less tangible threat of fire. The fear of outsiders and outside ideas also

contributes to perceived inactivity within the research area.

The Use of Traditional Ecological Knowledge

Within this theme, I will present both participants' ideas regarding Traditional

Ecological Knowledge (TEK) and background information on TEK, which builds upon

the discussion of TEK in Chapter 3. Both research participants and resource

professionals suggest that TEK is a model that balances ecosystem and community

health. Six research participants specifically mentioned the term "Traditional

Ecological Knowledge" and seven other participants discussed concepts related to

TEK, but did not mention the term specifically. TEK was also a frequent theme during

conversations, meetings and other participant observation activities.

TEK is valuable for understanding that humans are a part of ecosystems and

the need to manage for more than single species. Both international scholars and key

informants from the research area advocate turning to TEK, in addition to Scientific

Ecological Knowledge (SEK), to learn how biodiversity can be conserved (Biswell

1989; Harling 2005; Haruyama; Lake 2003)

TEK is an ever-evolving body of knowledge. The declining Karuk population

contributed to fragmentation of TEK within the research area. Introduction of invasive

species, fire suppression and subsequent fuel loading have all altered the

circumstances in which we make natural resource decisions. Since TEK relies on

intergenerational transmission of knowledge, it requires a long length of time to

accumulate and respond to change. Participant Ben Riggan notes that some
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knowledge is still intact and some needs to be rebuilt through direct experience and

sharing among community members. Riggan (2005) says that the knowledge:

all sprouts from a certain way of thinking, a certain worldview that is
still innate to a lot of people. It is a way of reasoning in the common
sense approach, it still there and even addressing the problems
through those people will get you in the ballpark in some cases.

This is one of the major reasons that scholars suggest the combination of TEK

with SEK (Anderson 2005; Berkes 1999). Given that there are complex power issues

at play, as discussed in Chapter 3, some combination of these two systems of

knowledge may be possible. As one research participant noted (Harling 2005):

There is a model that has been here for thousands of years, there is a
language based around it.... We aren't just groping blindly in the
dark... But we still haven't come to the point as a society or a
community where that wisdom has been able to be applied at a
landscape level.... I'm saying that model of considering the effects of
any land use on other species and the environment itself, whether it be
the soil or what not, and getting away from strictly a profit motive: What
is the quickest way to get money and get out of here. Because what
we've found is that that costs.... By looking at the long term cost
benefit analysis of any land management items, we can begin to
merge traditional ecological knowledge with current forest
management practices.

Especially in discussions of TEK, participants remarked on the spiritual aspects of

resource management. The spiritual aspects of resource management have been

difficult to incorporate into planning documents for fuels reduction and restoration in

the mid Klamath. The Forest Service states "humans are an integral part of nature"

(USDA Forest Service 1994); however, USFS planning documents typically place

spiritual considerations into the cultural resource section of the document and little

mention of spiritual methods are considered in the implementation section of the

document. For example: If part of the community believes that the best way to secure
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a burning window during the late winter/early spring months is to pray for it, how can

that knowledge be incorporated into a USFS planning document? The separation of

church and state has typically kept Native American religion out of policies a federal

agency cannot endorse one particular religion. Ultimately, the federal government has

the power to decide whether or not they will include religious considerations in

planning documents and policy. In the case of ecosystem management, the decision

to separate church and state also reflects a fundamental difference in the ways that

SEK and TEK view the world. For many traditional practitioners, every part of the

ecosystem has a spirit. From the Western science perspective, only humans have a

spirit. Furthermore, within the scientific paradigm, we must separate belief from fact.

The spiritual aspects of TEK are closely related to the concept of kincentricity.

Kincentricity is the view that humans and nature are part of the same extended family

and share ancestry and origin (Salmon 2000). Kincentricity is based on the idea that

ecological sustainability is only possible when humans regard life around them as kin.

According to Senos, et al. (2005), kincentricity:

Tells us that we are a legitimate part of nature, that we have
responsibilities within nature, and that in exercising those
responsibilities we are as 'ecological' or 'natural' as any other species
[and]... that we can have a positive restoration effect in the very act of
using natural resources.

Based on this idea, through direct interaction with Nature and traditional ceremonies,

such as the Karuk ceremony Pikiavish (discussed in Chapter 2), people become part

of their ecosystem.

When referring to Native American cultural environmental management

practices, it is impossible to avoid the discussion of the Ecologically Noble Savage

(Redford 1991). The myth of the Indian living in perfect harmony with Nature, and
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with little effect on it, is perpetuated throughout the history of anthropology and in

New Age philosophies today.

Savage is a term that is derived from the Latin silvaticus, meaning belonging

to a wood, from the root of si/va as in silviculture or forestry (Satterfield 2002).

Savage, as Krech (1 999:17) points out, "is a state of nature." Throughout the

centuries, anthropologists have reinforced the idea of primitivism and the noble

savage. From nineteenth century evolutionism (Morgan 1985 [1877]; Tylor 1871) to

human ecology (Rappaport 1968) anthropologists have reinforced the idea that

indigenous groups are both primitive (innately close to Nature) and in perfect

equilibrium with Nature. In this mythology, the benefits of "primitivism" are presented

in contrast to the evils of civilizations.

This same philosophy was one of the rationales for extermination and

displacement of the Native peoples from their land. One newspaper editorial from an

1863 edition of the Humboldt Times reads (Genzoli (1863) 1967):

The Indians, once exterminated, or removed, our county would soon
take its place among the most flourishing in the State. Her immense
tracts of fine grazing lands would soon swarm with herds of cattle,
horses and sheep; her population would be more than doubled and
hardy frontiersmen would again retire to their places that have been
laid to waste by the savages in the last few years. Business of all kinds
would brighten, the channels of trade which is the chief support of the
upper end of the bay would be unobstructed, and peace and plenty
would once again be ours. Let us go to work with a will.

This naivety regarding "the savages" land management contributed to the

forced cessation of Indian burning practices that were misinterpreted as acts of

violence towards the colonial government. For example, when the Wilkes and his

expedition traveled through Southern Oregon and Northern California they thought

the burning was to upset the expedition. Wilkes (1849:229) comments:
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The prairies were on fire across their path, and had without doubt been
lighted by the Indians to distress our party. The fires were by no means
violent, the flames passing but slowly over the ground, and being only
a few inches high.

Contemporary anthropologists from Satterfield (2002), who researched conflicts in the

old-growth forests of Oregon, to Redford (1991) reinforce the idea that there are

examples of both ecological degradation and superb land management within

indigenous cultures. Scholars of traditional ecological knowledge emphasize cycles

and fluctuations, instead of equilibrium and trial and error over innate understanding

and harmony with Nature (Berkes 1999; Blackburn and Anderson 1993; Inglis 1993;

Krech Ill 1999)

Community Capacity

Leadership and Collaboration

Leadership and collaboration were consistent themes among participants. At

first, I tried to address these themes separately, but it was difficult to separate out the

two concepts. The idea of leadership was often applied to the Karuk Tribe as a

management group, individuals within the Forest Service, the Orleans/Somes Bar

Fire Safe Council and the role of the crew boss as a leader. The idea of collaboration

was also applied to these same groups/individuals. One participant, Ben Riggan, one

of the co-founders of the OSB FSC and MKWC and an employee of Karuk Tribe,

says that through past management "what we realized was there is a need for

leadership. In most of what we do, we recognize there is a need of for leadership in

these issues."
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Forest Service leadership is a consistent theme among participants. During

my literature review I found documents from various people within the community

emphasizing this point. In one document, written by the Vice Chairman of the Karuk

Tribe and a long-term anthropologist within the community, emphasized the need for

a cooperative working relationship between the Tribe, the Forest Service and the

public as a necessary component of National Forest management (Hillman and Salter

1997). In both my own research and in published literature there are many ideas on

what collaboration should be. Based on the published literature, participants in the

collaborative process need to have a meaningful role and should not be subjected to

the "three Is of federal public involvement: Inform, solicit Input, then Ignore" (Shindler

and Neburka 1997).

Within my own research, an example of inadequate leadership was during

2004 to 2005 when there was not a permanent ranger on the Orleans Ranger District.

The community faced a series of "acting rangers" with one-month to one-year long

decision-making positions. These acting rangers were justifiably reticent in regards to

making long-term decisions on the Forest. As a result, many participants felt that,

effectively, no major decisions were made on the forest for over a year. This is only

one example of lack of Forest Service leadership. Participants continually complain

about turn-over in Forest Service personnel: "As soon as you get somebody trained

up, they retire or relocate and then we have to do it all over again. It gets tiring"

(Glaze 2005).

On the other hand, when consistent leadership is present on the National

Forest, participants felt that they truly contributed to collaborative learning. One

example of collaborative learning occurred when the former Orleans District Ranger,
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harvesters noted the unsustainability of current National Forest rules and regulations

regarding NTFPs. All six of the District Rangers from the Six Rivers National Forest,

tribal representatives and other NTFP representatives (e.g. Trinity Alp Botanicals) met

once a month for a year to determine the appropriateness of commercial permits for

various species, designate some areas as off limits to commercial harvesting, review

permit prices, and the evaluate the sustainability of NTFP harvesting based on USFS

rules and regulations. The result of these meetings were that: commercial permits are

no longer offered for cultural use species, such as beargrass; certain areas were

determined "Personal Use Only," off limits to commercial mushroom harvesting; and

harvesting guidelines were established to protect vulnerable species, such as

Prince's Pine, which had been previously exploited. These meetings also created

consistency between the Ranger Districts, which previously had disparate rules and

regulations.

Another significant accomplishment was the actual process that led to the

formation of the new rules and regulations (Smith 2005):

But because of working with those people and hearing everybody's
concerns, and having all the other players at the table agree. We
would buy into the cultural-traditional people who said: "No. Not in this
forest." So, we supported each other and educated each other and
learned quite a bit, then educated Forest Service and actually had
them change their rules and regulations.... So we were kind of ground
breaking in that area.

The collaborative learning process created a feeling of solidarity, accomplishment

and trust in leadership and the collaborative process.
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While the topic of USFS leadership was prominent because they currently

manage the majority of forests, participants also emphasized the potential leadership

of the Karuk Tribe. Harling notes (2005):

Ultimately, the Karuk Tribe has the authority and the access to
resources that really nobody else does, and they haven't completely
maximized that opportunity. The Forest Service is poor. They don't
have any money.... If the Karuk Tribe could step up to be a lead
agency and a co-manager, they want co-management, but I believe
they need to step up to a leadership position in terms of organizing the
community and organizing the agencies to follow their plan.

The need for Karuk Tribe leadership is also evident in the emphasis that participants

place upon TEK.

The Orleans/Somes Bar Fire Safe Council could also take a leadership role in

facilitating collaboration. As one participant notes (Riggan 2005):

There are a lot of stakeholders who have a history of conflicts with
each other. So, I see the Fire Safe Council as being an important
bridge to bring the best information to the table and to facilitate a
process in which stakeholders who have different opinions can come
to the table and share and discuss that information.

The participant clarifies that the OSB FSC has a role as a facilitator of collaboration,

but the Karuk Tribe should act as the "lead component." In many ways, the OSB FSC

functions as a community organization - a way for community members to

demonstrate leadership to the USFS. Riggan (2005) states:

The more I've done this work, the more I've worked with other people, I
see that there are unlimited opportunities to do good work, to bring the
community together to demonstrate leadership that will rub off on the
agencies and influence them in a positive way to bring people to the
table. I don't see a limiting factor other than people really wanting to
get involved.
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Ruralism

Rural areas are important to American life in so many ways. They have

historically supplied natural resources - including fish, timber, minerals, clean water

and air - and they also provide a destination for recreationalists. However, a

straightforward dualism between urban and rural is unrealistic; there are varying

degrees of rurality amongst rural communities.

Rural areas are also disadvantaged economically due to being remote and not

having a local tax base. They also bear the social stigma of being "back woods." The

remoteness of some areas, such as the research area, makes economic ventures

very difficult in this multinational economic world. The research area is not only rural;

it is also isolated and located on steep, unstable terrain. While the area is over 1.5

hours to the nearest stoplight, other rural communities may be located along an

interstate highway, a mere jaunt to a regional hub, or still have local or regional timber

mills. There are varying degrees of rurality within community forestry, not to mention

urban forestry. How can a remote Northern California town compete with a town in

the Sierra Nevada mountains, which has extensive recreational use, a well developed

road system and is relatively close to the State capitol? How can rural - really rural

communities survive?

During the 1980's poverty levels increased more rapidly in rural areas than in

metro areas (Lichter and McLaughlin 1995). However, many areas experienced a

"rural rebound" during the 1990s due to advances in transportation and

communications, which allow people to commute longer distances or not have to

commute at all. This rebound also marked a change in employment patterns to fewer

extractive industries (Johnson and Fuguitt 2000:28). For the community of
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Orleans/Somes Bar, this change in employment pattern meant fewer timber jobs and

increased migration to urban areas for many people. The remoteness of the area,

increasing oil prices and unpredictable road conditions decrease the feasibility of

commuting to work or increasing the sale of timber and non-timber resources.

However, the rural rebound corresponds to an increase in a new type of resident: the

young, educated and technologically savvy, and usually non-Native, who do not rely

on extractive industries, who can make a living in rural areas. This changing

demographic for Orleans/Somes Bar creates tension among residents.

Recognizing the plight of rural communities, especially after the decline of

forestry in the 1980's, the USFS implemented programs to support rural communities

located near National Forests. The USFS allocated funds through programs like the

Economic Action Program to support rural community development. In the research

area, these funds led to the reopening of buildings in the center of town that have

been shutdown for over two years and the conducting of feasibility studies for

developing nontimber forest product (NTFP) industries. However, those funds are no

longer available through the federal appropriations process. Along with these funds

also came USFS employees dedicated working with rural communities, such as the

rural development coordinator position within the Six Rivers National Forest. Due to

lack of funds, the USFS discontinued that position. The USFS' problem with adequate

funding is not limited to rural assistance programs; they are also having difficulty

implementing projects on their own land - meaning that there are not jobs for local

residents. Without jobs, many rural residents move to a larger town or a city where

there is work or find a less socially acceptable way to earn income. For tribal
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communities this creates fragmentation within families and makes cultural

sustainability all the more difficult.

The Community Forest,y Community?

Who is the community forestry community? Groups such as migrant forest

workers are often not represented in this community. Groups such as the Alliance of

Forest Workers and Harvesters try to be inclusive of migrant forest workers.

Language and culture barriers as well as largely migrant lifestyles often preclude

acceptance of these workers into the larger community forestry community. The

Sacramento Bee recently published a special report on the Piñeros or men of the

pines. The report documents the marginalization of Latino forest workers. The nine-

month Bee investigation found that reforestation work, the thinning and planting that

keeps both public and private forests healthy, is one of the most hazardous

occupations in America and one of the most overlooked by state and federal

regulators. While the marginalization of non-Latino forest workers may not be as

pronounced, I would like to argue that forest workers of any ethnicity are marginalized

within our society. As the Sacramento Bee reports, Latino farm workers take the jobs

that other Americans do not want. While this may be true of the majority of

Americans, in rural areas such as Orleans/Somes Bar, where people rely on forest for

their economic sustenance, these jobs are in high demand. The question is rather,

are the government agencies funding this work willing to pay workers what they

deserve, and what is required by law, for this type of work. The Sacramento Bee

(2005) reports:
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forced to cut corners and put workers at risk, some industry veterans
say. "The forest industry takes reforestation workers for granted," said
Dan Robertson, president of the Northwest Reforestation Contractors
Association and one of the few insiders calling for reform. "They don't
have a lot of concern about whether contractors are complying with all
of the laws. As long as they think they are, they pretty much ignore it.
And government is by far the worst."

The Piñeros could easily be called the invisible. During my research, I tried to

locate a Latino crew working on the Six Rivers National Forest outside of Orleans.

The fast-moving crew left signs of their presence - neatly stacked piles of fuels but

they were lost in a maze of USFS roads. Local forest workers complain that they

cannot compete with the Piñeros and their contractors. Local residents complain that

the USFS work goes to non-locals who send the money back to their home country

and that the community here sees no benefits from the work other than the treatment

of the forest.

Other groups such as Sustainable Northwest host "by-invitation-only" policy

meetings related to community forestry. Before the meeting, homework is sent out

which addresses a variety of topics from biomass utilization to federal appropriations.

While only a few Sustainable Northwest employees actually represent the community

forestry community in Washington DC, they receive a large amount of input through

the meeting participants.

It is questionable how representative community forestry organizations are of

the actual community forestry population. While my research did not directly deal with

this question, during my research I was privy to complaints that tribal people were

underrepresented at the by-invitation-only Sustainable Northwest policy meetings and

that only groups "in the know" were invited to attend. I do not know if that claim is

substantiated, but I will still venture to recommend that these organizations try to
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backgrounds.

Legal Landscape

Legal Limitations

This section explains some of the legal limitations to the accomplishment of

forest restoration within the project area and general legal limitations discussed by

research participants. Some of these legal limitations include upper diameter limits for

fuels reduction projects, policies created without the input of the community forestry

community, and barriers to reinstatement of the historical fire regime within the

research area.

1) Diameter limits - Both contractors and landowners express frustration over

upper diameter limits when thinning. Many research participants felt that placing an

upper diameter limit on thinning work (e.g. contractors should not cut anything over 6

inches diameter), limited the amount of restoration objectives that could be

implemented. These diameter limits are in part requirements of environmental laws

and in part due to limitations of worker's compensation coverage for fuels reduction

workers. Fuels reduction workers are often covered under workman's compensation

insurance for landscaping, not logging. Diameter limits are one of the primary limiting

factors for the use of fuels reduction as restoration. Especially in former oak

woodlands, considerably larger (e.g. over twenty inches) Douglas fir trees may need

to be removed in order to restore the composition and structure of the site to

conditions similar to its previous state as an oak woodland. Participants' perspectives
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are consistent with scientific findings regarding the importance of increasing the

diameter size distribution of leave trees following restoration thinning and fuels

reduction (Agee and Skinner 2005).

2) Nontimber forest products - The Karuk Tribe has been managing for NTFPs

since time immemorial. Today, since their ancestral territory lies within National

Forest lands, they rely on these lands to supply a variety of NTFPs. The USFS has

proposed a new national policy on Special Forest Products and Botanical Forest

Products that would increase fees for gathering these plants from National Forest

lands. The current draft only extends fee waivers to treaty tribes, so California Indians

who do not have ratified treaties and/or are not federally recognized would have to

pay fees to gather more than $20 worth of plant material. One California Indian

Basketweavers Association (Cl BA) representative and research participant, Renée

Stauffer, recently showed the Forest Service Chief, Dale Bosworth, what $20 of

basket materials looks like: a handful of sticks. It takes much more than that handful

to actually make a basket. Tribes without ratified treaties and tribes that are not

federally recognized would have to pay for these materials, contrary to tribal

sovereignty and federal laws that state that tribes retain all rights not specifically

signed away (Kalt 2005).

3) Prescribed burning The legalities of prescribed burning were most often

referred to as limitations to forest restoration. This will be discussed more fully in the

treatment prescription section below.
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Enforcement

Participants frequently talked about enforcement of regulations in relation to

nontimber forest product harvesting. While rules and regulations may exist to protect

NTFPs, there is little enforcement. While participants did not suggest that there be a

complete ban on harvesting, they suggested that harvesting without monitoring is the

problem (Glaze 2005):

It's okay as long as it's monitored, but like I said earlier, the Forest
Service gives these permits but they have no clue about where and
how much is being harvested. For example, I was up [walking around]
and I saw all of these bundles of beargrass just left there on the
ground.... It's okay to sell if there is an abundance, but again there is
no monitoring. Like with the mushrooms [Tricholoma magnivelare],
people just go in there and rape it.

Two research participants, Renee Stauffer and LaVerne Glaze, received a grant from

a local non-profit organization, The Alliance of Forest Workers and Harvesters, to

monitor mushroom harvesting in the Six Rivers National Forest on the Orleans

Ranger District and to post signs to mark areas that are off limits to commercial

mushroom harvesting (Figure 5.1). However, without any law enforcement officer on

the District, they have little effect on stopping commercial harvesting in designated

"personal use only" areas.

Participants frequently blame migrant workforces with raking mushroom

grounds, harvesting unsustainable amounts of floral greens and mushrooms as well

as contributing very little to the local community. One participant states: "You never

particularly see them unless they go into the Forest Service and say 'we're going to

be legal and get a permit" (Bouse 2004). Another participant elaborates: "As soon as

they get their checks they go to the post office and send most of it to their family back
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suffers" (Glaze 2005). This behavior is most often associated with Southeast Asian

and Latino workers.

The USFS attempts to regulate the harvesting of mushrooms by designating

"personal use only" areas are viewed as futile by local residents. One participant

notes: "Most of those areas were designated as 'personal use only' but of course

there is no enforcement of that so people go 'oh, this is personal-use. This is the best

spot [to harvest]" (Stauffer 2005). In addition, the penalties for harvesting may not be

enough to truly discourage illegal harvesting.

Fire Suppression

Participants often mention three results of fire suppression: 1) Fuel buildup, 2)

Physical effects of fire suppression efforts, and 3) Economic cost of fire suppression.

The first category has been addressed throughout this thesis. It can be summed up

with the following statement: "Now we've let the country go to brush. I don't like it at

all. We've had too many years of Smokey the Bear. We need more fires. The forest is

a tinderbox" (Glaze 2005).

The second category, physical effects of fire suppression, was addressed by

most participants. For example (Riggan 2005):

I see suppression as a machine, which is structured in a military
fashion, with a military hierarchical model, that is sucking all of the
money and is causing the problems. I think that it is the biggest enemy
of the forest right now. In my opinion, often the suppression efforts will
cause more damage to the watersheds than the fires themselves.
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Participants who talked about the negative effects of wildfire suppression

usually addressed it in combination with ecosystem goods and services. One

participant complained that when a fire started near her home, a helicopter tried to

put out the fire, but ended up missing the fire and dropping fire retardant along the

creek and riparian area. She feared for the salmon that were spawning in the creek.

In addition, when fall came she realized that the mushrooms that came up in the

riparian area were red from the dyes in the retardant. The participant had been

getting oyster mushrooms (Pleurotus ostreatus) from the same tree for many years,

but is now concerned about environmental toxins in the mushrooms. Another

participant complained about the effects of fire retardant on the herbal medicines she

harvests from the National Forest.

Treatment Prescriptions

Research participants offered a variety of suggestions for treatment

prescriptions. In general, participants noted that there was not a "one-size-fits all"

prescription. Good prescriptions give enough information about what needs to be

done in order to fulfill the requirements of the grant (Goodwin 2005), yet "vague

enough so you can do whatever you have to do" (Tripp 2005).

Individual stand treatments are partly determined by landscape level

dynamics. One participant notes (Martinez 2004):

What do we do here? Well it all depends.... on the site, it depends on
the stand. And the stuff at the stand level has to be related to the stuff
at the landscape level so if you are surrounded by clearcuts you sure
don't want to reduce your stocking rate of trees to pre-European
settlement rates. I mean you are going to have to leave some more
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cover for wildlife..., On the other hand, if you are surrounded by a stem
exclusion forest you certainly want to thin down.

Participants also note that working in the forest is like working in a garden and

"just like in any garden, you remove, you thin out the plants and the plants that you

leaves are growing going to grow a lot better to have a lot more nutrients. They have

a lot more water to stimulate their growth" (Riggan 2005). In addition to these general

ideas regarding treatments, participants offer more specific recommendations based

on nontimber forest products, wildlife, season and intensity of prescribed burning,

species selection and other factors discussed below.

The Workforce

Research participants continually emphasize the importance of the workforce

that is implementing treatment prescriptions - the people whose hands actually touch

the ground (Smith 2005). One participant notes: "It's pretty much an individual

judgment call, whoever has the chainsaw is going to call it a different way instead of it

being a specific prescription" (Tripp 2005).

Some groups, such as Lomakatsi Restoration Project, have staff that work

both in the office and on the ground; however, many groups contract out the on-the-

ground work. There is often wage disparity between the two positions. Part of this

reason is that in order to be competitive, the cost per acre must be kept low in the

grant writing process, while it is easier to get away with higher administration costs.

Wage laws such as the federal Davis Bacon Wage Act and the State

Prevailing Wage Act often do not apply to forestry workers. The Davis Bacon law only

applies to construction workers and there are very few state wages allocated for
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forestry work. Even if money is allocated through the Department of Fish and Game,

it usually falls under an exemption from the Prevailing Wage Act for projects under

$50,000 (California Fish and Game Code 1501.5).

The wages for on-the-ground workers are not only low, they are also

seasonal. Without another source of income, workers often rely on unemployment for

a considerable portion of the year. Since the job prospects are very few in rural

communities, workers who are unable to rely upon seasonal and inconsistent grant

funding for income, often leave to urban areas. This is yet another example of the

rural/urban divide. Able-bodied workers may be, understandably, unwilling to scrape

by on a non-living wage. Even though there are a few jobs, property prices are on the

rise as they are in many other places in the Western United States. If locals want to

own property at some point, and do not have any prospects for inheriting property,

they will have to move to an urban area to work.

The issue of outside labor is a continual discussion within the Orleans-Somes

Bar community. At one OSB FSC meeting, participants spent much time discussing

the pros and cons of Latino labor and other outside contract labor for fuels reduction.

While the OSB FSC does not utilize these crews, they are extensively contracted to

through the USFS. Latino crews are, in general, much less expensive than local

crews. Therefore, a greater number of acres can be treated with the same amount of

money. If landowners realized that more work could be done with less money if

outside crews are utilized, would they prefer local or outside crews?

One participant, a local contractor, complained that outside contractors pay

their workers illegally low wages and that is the only way that they are able to bid

USFS jobs at such a low cost per acre. He also felt that the USFS does not
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sufficiently monitor the wages that outside contractors pay their workers for jobs on

land managed by the USFS. However, the participant felt that he could not get away

with paying illegal wages due to constant scrutiny by the local community.

The OSB FSC notes that fuels reduction work on private land requires that

private landowners feel comfortable with the crew that is on their property. Private

landowners often have specific requirements for mechanical thinning, including

species selection and aesthetics, and language barriers between Latino crews and

landowners could make the prescription requirements difficult to implement. Many

landowners have noted, however, that these problems are not limited to Latino or

outside crews. During the winter, it is more difficult to distinguish between deciduous

tree species and local crews have inadvertently cut down prized Pacific dogwoods.

Conflicts between crews and landowners are not limited to contract crews working on

private land. Thinning work on land managed by the USFS is prioritized within the

Wildland Urban Interface (WUI), adjacent to private property. One participant

complained that the USFS contract crew came onto his land and stole his property.

The workers were soon after found and charged with the crime. The landowner

claims that this would not happen if the USFS hired local crews who were

accountable to the local community.

Research participants extensively addressed the subject of Native American

natural resource workers. Partly, this may be due to some research participants'

identification as Native American. However, this also reflects the unique relationship

that many Native American natural resource workers have with the place where they

are working. Furthermore, many of the on-the-ground workers are Native American.

Research into this subject indicates that Native American natural resource workers
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may have traditional and local ecological knowledge, but they typically have not taken

forestry or ecology course to provide them with scientific understanding of

ecosystems (Harris and Cox 1997). However, many participants noted the importance

of local tribal members continuing to have connection with local forests. Participant

Dennis Martinez (2004) notes:

[Some tribal members] have much of the ceremonial knowledge still
intact. They have plant knowledge and medicinal knowledge still intact,
but economically they are forced to go to border towns or go to big
cities to work. They are forced to get involved in all kinds of enterprises
that don't necessarily allow you to relate to the earth in the way that
people did traditionally in their livelihoods everyday. So, you can have
those cultural things fairly strong but still lose the relationship with the
land because of the economic system you have to work.

This statement reinforces the importance of managing for ecological integrity both

the "spiritual" and the "goods and services" of the forest. However, the details of

spiritual relationships to the land are not openly talked about (Stauffer 2005). The lack

of formal training for many restoration workers creates the need for extensive, site

specific, worker training.

Some restoration practitioners feel that the most effective way to achieve

restoration goals is to make sure that workers have "internalized prescriptions,"

meaning that they know the objectives of the project; understand the desired species

composition, structure and function; and know the rate in which that change will be

implemented (number of entries) (Bey 2005; Catranides 2005). As Martinez (2004)

notes:

They have internalized the prescription and they already know that we
are doing groupings, that we are creating irregular spaces, different
size spaces and we are leaving a certain number of hardwoods. And
when we're thinning over in the tan oak and Douglas fir for future
commercial grade tan oak, we are also concerned with wildlife habitat
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in addition to just fuels reduction, fire hazard reduction. We're
concerned with the plants and the herbaceous understory that grow
under those trees, often we will flag them to be sure that slash is not
piled on them.

In order to achieve the internalized prescription, workers must have an in depth

understanding of the ecosystems in which they work. Extensive worker training

should be a priority for any restoration group. This training, known as "ecological

workforce training," is an important component of worker competency. Both on-the-

ground and formal (e.g. scientific) training are important for this competency.

Funding

There are many external forces that come into play during the funding process

- whether it is federal appropriations, State measures, or local landowners who can

afford to pay for work themselves. Federal appropriations for fuels reduction have

decreased since the passing of the National Fire Plan. Even when the government

allocates funding, during severe fire years, that money can be redirected towards fire

suppression and never repaid. As far as State measures - often the money is already

allocated by the time that the measure is passed. In order to get in on this money,

regional groups need to have representation in Sacramento in order to assure that

some of those funds are directed toward their part of the state. Many community

forestry organizations are oblivious to the intricacies of this funding process. Through

my research, I have become acquainted with groups that try to involve the forest

workers themselves into the political aspects of community forestry. One group, the

National Network of Forest Practitioners (NNFP) sponsors community forestry

representatives to go to a "Week in Washington" though an application process. One
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participant, who participated in this Week, reported that there were many positive

effects of the experience, such as a chance to network, insight into the federal

appropriations process, and meetings with congressional aides or other federal

representatives. However, it was not easy to actually make the contacts with the right

people and he often experienced the "chain of command runaround" in which the US

Forest Service representative from the Washington office would say that the issues

raised are ones that should be dealt with at the regional level by the district ranger or

forest supervisor. However, the local district ranger and forest supervisor say that

their hands are tied with certain issues because the Forest has orders from the

Washington office.

Prescribed Fire

Fire has multiple layers of significance within my research area. As one

participant noted: "The health of this forest, the river and this community is integrally

tied to reinstating historic fire regimes" (Harling 2005). The economic, physiological

and psychological health of the community depends on the health of the forest and

river ecosystems. The health of the ecosystems depends on the ecological process of

fire.

Generally, participants agreed that prescribed fire was a necessary part of

forest restoration within the research area. However, their responses to the

appropriate season, intensity and potential effects of prescribed burning were more

complex. One participant did not feel that the community was being aggressive

enough with the use of prescribed fire, especially since there is so little money for

mechanical fuels reduction (Riggan 2005). However, another participant, Bill Tripp
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(2005), a Karuk Tribal member and Karuk Tribe Department of Natural Resource

employee, cautioned:

A lot of people tend to get overly fascinated with fire and tend to burn
things a little bit hot it goes faster and is easier. And that's how most
people are taught, to get the job done for less money as soon as
possibe. But that shouldn't be the driving factor. Money shouldn't be
[the driving factor], it should be the ecosystem health.

The seasonality of burning was also a point of complexity. Due to burn

restrictions in the fall, it is difficult to implement fall burns so many burns take place

when it is dry enough to burn in the spring. However, Tripp (2005) also notes:

. .Once the birds come back in the spring the only smoke supposed to
be put in the air is from heating and cooking fires... You can imagine
that is so they will actually build a nest around there somewhere, so
that you don't drive them out of their nesting area or don't burn up all of
the little sticks and twigs that they need to build their nest. If you
burned in February, the material they need to build their nest will be
coming back and the ones that need grasses will still have grasses to
pick.

In this statement, the participant differentiates between burn windows during the

winter (e.g. February) when a couple of weeks of dry and warm weather may create

an opportunity for burning and the burn window that comes after spring, and the

birds, have arrived.

Another participant, Frank Lake, notes one of the successes of burning after

spring has arrived: "I observed a burn in the starthistle (Centaurea soistitialis L.),

down by the river, in June. It was prior to flowering and the burn inhibited the growth

until the following year" (see Figure 5.2) (Lake 2005). In the upper right-hand corner

of the photo, there is sandbar willow (Salix exigua), a culturally important basketry
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material, resprouting after the fire. Tripp (2005) also notes the need for adaptability in

our management:

There's a lot of situations where you can't burn in the fall right now and
if it was just a single spring [season] it may be okay, but it's something
that I'd have to see - to see what's out there before it's burned and
what's not coming back after the burn. Because if you have to wait till
April or something to do a burn, and you do your initial burn through
there during that time, then years go by and the plants that were there
are coming back, and then you go on to a fall burning window or a
February burn window, then I guess it wouldn't be such a bad thing.
When the young birds start to fly, burning can start again. Fire ecology
is huge! It's something that one person will never completely
comprehend or convey to another at all. It is something you have to
learn to understand on your own.

Accordingly, if we wish for plants like starthistle to not return, we may want to use

spring or summer burning.

Participants, especially landowners, also presented the practical side of

prescribed burning: It seems like more work (Bouse 2004; Turner 2004). While some

participants are interested in trying to burn their property, realistically, they are busy

people. They may have resources such as small trees, orchards or vineyards that are

sensitive to fire, or worry about escapement onto adjacent properties. While lack of

time and desire to protect vulnerable resources is a reality of participants' lives, the

reality of unwanted fires often trumps landowners' desires and abilities. As Harling

(2005) notes:

The answer is not to just continue to suppress because eventually the
area will burn, it's just a matter of when. If we can choose the time, if
we can choose the scope of the fire, that's, that's in our favor....
Another reason that we do shaded fuelbreaks on these public/private
boundaries is because we want to create an environment where it is
safe for people to use prescribed fire on their private lands and to
model proper use of fire on their private land [for federal agencies]....
So, with the fuelbreak there, the chances of the fire getting onto public
land are lessened. Thus, our slogan: 'good fuelbreaks make good
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neighbors.... The public has a very cautious view towards prescribed
burning, as they should.... This work that we are doing is not only
addressing the physical amount of fuels on people's properties but
also their feeling of personal safety that their resources are protected.
Because, we feel like if the community feels like their resources are
protected then they'll be much more open to the Forest Service
adopting a policy of Wildland Fire Use or utilizing prescribed fire more
as tool.

The cost-effectiveness between pile and broadcast burning is a frequent topic

among restoration practitioners. Harling (2005) notes:

We feel that prescribed burning has to happen, it must happen it is an
critical step because it is the only way that we can economically
manage the fuel loads around here.... yet we put in all of this work to
make it in neat piles before we do that. But if we understand fire, if we
understand fire's role and use fire with that art form, with the simplicity
of thousands of years of prior knowledge, it may take us a thousand
years for us to get to that point again. But this forest and watershed
depend on it.

Here Harling claims that "neat piles" are inefficient and expensive. However,

legal requirements such as liability insurance often create the need to pile burn

instead of broadcast burn. Figure 5.3 shows a successful prescribed burn within the

Wildland Urban Interface. While pile burning reduces the fuel hazard, it does little to

enhance fire-adapted goods and services. I will address this topic in the next section.

Nontimber Forest Products

The enhancement of nontimber forest products is one of the primary reasons

that participants desire prescribed burning. One participant describes "good burning"

by Hoopa Tribal Forestry (Stauffer 2005):

So, every year [Hoopa Tribal Forestry employees] go out and burn
materials like beargrass and hazel [see figure 5.4]. So, they're doing a
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good job here. I wouldn't say that for the Forest Service, so much.
They did a really good burn about 9 years ago. And I think that was the
last time.... Then they burnt some hazel, but it was such a small little
area, maybe not even five acres. After that, we haven't had any burns.
It's always either rains or the air quality is not in line or something - no
money.... I'm thinking maybe the Forest Service is a little too cautious,
you know, a little scared. But [the Hoopa Tribe employees] just kind of
take it on and burn it."

Residents in the research area devise many creative forms of making a living

so that they can continue to live in the area. Getting food (hunting, fishing and

gathering) from the local National Forest is essential for economic, physiological and

psychological well-being and creates opportunities for socializing and gaining

ecological knowledge. While gathering food may feed the stomach, it does not pay

the electric bill unless the person gathering it decides to sell forest products. The

commercialization of NTFPs is intensively debated within the research area.

There are the residents who have witnessed the decline of Matsutake

mushrooms, an important cultural food, after years of over-harvesting, especially

using a raking method (Stauffer 2005). One participant (Glaze 2005) noted the affect

of timber sales on mushroom areas, noting that even if a timber sale is adjacent to a

mushroom area, it can still allow too much light to reach the forest floor, inhibiting

mushroom production. The majority of the benefit from those sales goes to the U.S.

Treasury, and the locals endure most of the cost. There are also residents who, with

a need to pay the bills, sell to a buyer who will then ship the mushrooms overseas to

Japan, with the majority of the benefit going to out of area markets and consumers in

urban areas.
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Wildlife Habitat

In addition to enhancement of basket materials and other NTFPs, participants

often discussed treatments in terms of their affects on wildlife habitat. The responses

ranged from a desire to enhance wildlife habitat and desire to dissuade wildlife from

coming onto private property.

One participant, Bill Tripp (2005), notes that his overall goal in restoring the

historic fire regime is:

To get it back to where there's places for the deer [Odocolleus sp.] and
elk and all the wildlife. Deer have to come all the way down to the river
just eat some grass. The only way that is going to be even
economically feasible to do that - to restore that is with fire.

In the northeastern section of the research area, there is a growing herd of

Marble Mountain elk, which are being reintroduced into the area. Elk habitat is limited

on National Forest land so the elk often rely upon superior forage found on private

land. Figure 5.5 shows an elk herd on one participant's property. While some

participants that live in that portion of the research area want to increase elk habitat

on their own property, other participants are hesitant to create any more incentive for

elk to come onto their property. One participant relies upon his property for income

through farming operations. Every year elk destroy fences and crops, costing him

time and money, so he is concerned about creating habitat on his own property and

hopes that the USFS increases forage quality on the adjacent National Forest land

(Stevens 2005).

Another participant, Mark Lancaster, who does not live within the research

area, tries to incorporate wildlife interests in treatments on his own property.

Lancaster noticed that fire scars were closing up after decades of fire suppression.
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Fire scars result from fires that are of enough intensity to injure the cambium layer of

a tree. These scars are kept open through subsequent burning. Lancaster

experimented with reopening fire scars with a chainsaw (see Figure 5.6). While this

has worked on some trees, the disturbance killed some other trees. This same

mortality may occur with reintroduction of prescribed fire, as well as with mechanical

treatment.

Canopy Cover

In general, participants were hesitant to offer specific prescriptions based on

criteria such as canopy cover. However, they did offer many considerations for land

managers. One advantage of having dense canopy cover is that inhibits growth on

the forest floor. As one participant notes (Bouse 2004): "we're leaving crowns so it

doesn't have a brush field to burn through. Later we are going to have a brushy

component underneath areas that aren't full crown or near full crown. The more

sunlight, the more brushy an area will be." Another participant (Harling 2005)

elaborates: "Depending on the canopy closure, those fuels will grow back from

anywhere between ten and fifteen years and 100% closed canopy and much quicker,

5 years, with no canopy."

Several participants commented that the USFS treatments were generally

"heavier" (leaving less canopy) than the treatments done through the Karuk Tribe or

the OSB FSC. One participant notes: "In plantations and old fire areas, the Forest

Service doesn't leave as much canopy cover so in a few years the areas they have

worked in will grow up into a brush field and the work we have done hasn't had as

much understory growth."
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In terms of NTFP management, canopy is good for some species and not for

others (Glaze 2005):

Bear grass needs canopy.... Hazel needs both shade and sun. In
these overgrown forests, the hazel is no good... For huckleberries, no
sun means no berries. Up in back of our old place there used to be all
sorts of berries. Now it's all dark in there, there's no light coming in.
We used to get gooseberries [Ribes sp.] too.

Overall, canopy cover should be specific to the objectives of the restoration project.

Species Selection

In general, participants suggest selecting for hardwoods, especially oaks,

dogwoods and maples, as well as pine species over Douglas fir. As one participant

notes: "Douglas fir just aced out everything here" (Bouse 2004). This proliferation of

fir is creating problems for oak species. Figure 5.7 shows Douglas fir choking out a

Black oak during one of the site visits.

Most participants discussed composition as a result of fire history and the

need to implement mechanical treatments and restore fire in order to restore historic

species composition. For example, one participant notes (Harling 2005): "We are

losing our oak woodlands.... We are losing the historic species abundance

distribution on a forest wide level.... We are trying to restore to the oak woodlands

that they were before conifer invasion and fire suppression."

In conclusion, the themes of restoration in the research area reflect the

complexity of the people that utilize the forest resources and the complexity of the

forest systems themselves. In the next chapter, I will explore how these complexities

relate to forest restoration on private land within the research area.
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Figure 5.1: Subsistence Harvesting and Monitoring
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Ficiure 5.2: Unburned and Burned Starthistle Three Months after Burn

Figure 5.3: Prescribed Burn in the Wildiand Urban Interface
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Ficiure 5.4: USFS Prescribed Burn for Beararass Enhancement

After Treatment

Figure 5.5: Private Property Before and After Treatment
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Figure 5.6: Mechanical Fire Scar Opening
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Figure 5.7: Douglas Fir Out-Competing a Black Oak
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CHAPTER 6: THE STATUS OF FOREST RESTRATION ON PRIVATE
LAND WITHIN THE RESEARCH AREA

This section discusses forest restoration collaboration, planning and

implementation, and documents the status of work on private land (e.g. who is doing

the work, who is funding the work) including successes and constraints. Information

presented here is based on the methods described in Chapter 4.

The first step in forest restoration is recognition of the need for restoration.

The status of restoration on private land ranges from 1) inactivity-passive, 2)

apathetic (free) fuels reduction, 3) active fuels reduction with some forest restoration

principles, 4) active pursuit of funding, collaborators, and individual work, 5) active

pursuit of funding, collaborators, and individual work and by-product utilization.

Forest restoration and planning are largely reflective of the resources

available to the implementers of restoration projects.

Planning

The first step in planning a restoration project is recognizing the need for

restoration and beginning the collaborative process. There are varying degrees of

planning, including informal discussion amongst friends and family; formal

intergenerational training; college or forestry extension courses; hiring of consultants;

acquisition of monies for planning, implementation, and monitoring; and federal NEPA

clearance, which may be the initiation of collaborative strategic planning. Many

private landowners have timber management plans, burn plans, and some may be

included in weed management plans.
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A significant number of federal, state and regionally administered funds can

assist private landowners in planning and implementing these restoration projects

through cost-share opportunities for land management planning, conservation

practices to enhance wildlife habitat, and practices to enhance the productivity of the

land. However, landowners do not often qualify for these programs due to lack of cost

share funds, parcel size, or lack of necessary planning documents (e.g. Timber

Harvest Plan).

Implementation

Implementation includes all of the physical work that is being done to restore

forests including the methods discussed above (mechanical, natural fire and

prescribed fire). Implementation can also result in increased quality or abundance of

desirable natural resources such as foods, medicines, firewood, and basket

materials. Whether or not projects utilize federal money, they are still subject to rules

and regulations for air quality, water quality, endangered species and cultural

resources, including the California Environmental Quality Act.

Monitoring and Evaluation

Forest restoration treatments are evaluated locally using several indicators

1) Size of area treated

2) Intensity of treatment/ease of maintenance

3) Implementation of prescribed burning

4) Utilization of local labor
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5) Continued management of treatment area

6) Combined efforts on adjacent stands and/or with adjacent landowners

7) Quality and utilization of biomass following treatment

These indicators are discussed in Table 6.1. Often, mechanical thinning is intended to

be the first step in the reintroduction of fire. However, fire is often not reintroduced,

either due to landowner's inability or unwillingness to initiate the burns, or lack of

funding for prescribed fire implementation. In addition, the implementation of the

thinning itself, while it may be effective in altering fire behavior during extreme fire

weather, may not incorporate ecological restoration goals. The structure, timing,

species selection, and configuration of the thinned stand are the indicators of whether

restoration or fuels reduction is being implemented (Martinez 2004).

Status by Implementer

Within the research area, individual landowners, OSB FSC and NRCS

implement projects. Since only one NRCS project has been implemented in the

research area, I will focus on the first two groups. Differences in the implementation

depending on the funding or contractor utilized will be discussed within each section.

Individual landowners

Individual landowners in the research area have had varying degrees of

success planning restoration projects on their land. Success is usually based on the

personal motivation of the landowner and their capacity to work or secure funds for

restoration projects. Personal motivation can be based on a general interest in forest
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restoration, concern about fire risk, and desire for utilization of fire adapted forest

products or timber resources. Collaboration on these projects ranges from very little

outside input to landowners who have timber harvest plans for their land, regularly

utilize registered professional foresters, NRCS personnel and other knowledgeable

community members. Financially, some landowners have implemented restoration

projects independently, while others have utilized the OSB FSC, NRCS and

organizations such as the Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation for financial support.

While it is difficult to quantify, many landowners are either inactive or passively

manage their properties. This may be due to lack of workforce capacity, time,

finances, knowledge or interest regarding the need for forest restoration. Landowners

may not be familiar with monies available for restoration or not be able to meet the

financial match requirements for these monies. Private landowners can be very

hesitant of the use of prescribed fire on their properties. This hesitation may be out of

a genuine fear of fire, concern about liability in the case of fire escapement, or the

impression that burning takes a lot of work and time.

Other landowners are unwilling to modify their land to conditions within the

natural range of variability because of aesthetics and because dense forests act as

barriers between landowners and their neighbors. For example, one landowner did

not want to remove vegetation on her property because it served as a barrier

between herself and her neighbor who regularly used herbicides and whose driveway

was dusty in the summer. Opening up the forest structure also allows for a greater

degree of visibility into private property and is seen as invasive to the landowners.

Overall, many landowners perceived forest restoration as allowing other people to

see what is happening on their property, causing landowners to feel vulnerable.
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Resource use conflicts also contribute to inactivity on private land. For

example, one landowner did not want to mechanically alter or use prescribed fire in

his black oak forest because he did not want to attract elk to his property. The elk

were already present and regularly damaged his farm. Burning and mechanical

treatments also conflict with other land uses such as orchards and vineyards. Also,

absentee landowners or landowners who rented out homes were concerned over the

tenants' response to use of fire on their property.

Implementation

Even if landowners recognize the need for forest restoration, they may not

have the means to accomplish the objectives themselves. Harling (2005) described a

local elder's inability to effectively treat fuels on her property:

She was an elder Karuk woman 80 plus years old and she had gone
out with her little hand shears and cut up the sides of individual stalks
of brush just cutting off the side branches because she couldn't cut
the whole thing. So, there's this huge need there and what we realize
is that people, they just don't have the resources to do it themselves.

Since a large number of landowners are retired and have limited income, they often

do not have the means to effectively implement restoration projects on their land.

Monitoring and Evaluation

The monitoring and evaluation of landowner-implemented projects are largely

based on individual landowner preferences and abilities. Since many landowners

view their property on a daily basis, they can monitor the results of restoration

projects on a daily basis.
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In addition to landowner evaluation of restoration projects, those that benefit

from the restoration projects also evaluate their success. Stauffer (2005) comments

about one project in which a landowner burned for basket material enhancement:

It's worked out great. He has made a real effort to manage for his
hazel there. Allowing us to come onto his property, prepare the sites,
and then have the Forest Service come in and burn. And he has
burned too.... It's like inviting your friends over to harvest on your land.

Some participants also noted the sense of connection that they have with their

land after years of management. When the OSB FSC approached one local

landowner regarding potential fuel reduction work on his property, the landowner

replied that working on his property was his favorite activity and he did not like the

idea of somebody working on his property that did not have that connection with the

land.

Orleans/Somes Bar Fire Safe Council

The Orleans/Somes Bar Fire Safe Council has become a State and National

model for collaborative fuels reduction projects (Sturtevant, et al. 2005). These

projects are one step in restoring historic fire regimes to the mid Klamath subbasin.

The mission of the OSB FSC is to help plan, implement, and monitor the

reinstatement of historic fire regimes primarily through the use of strategic fuels

reduction in a manner that protects life and property, improves forest health, and

enhances the resources valued by its stakeholders (OSB FSC 2001). This mission

reflects their view of fuels reduction work as one step in restoration of fire adapted

ecosystems in the Klamath-Siskiyou region. Will Harling, director of the OSB FSC

states, that the work they are do is "not only addressing the physical amount of fuels
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on people's properties but also their feeling of personal safety that their resources are

protected. Because, we feel like if the community feels like their resources are

protected then they'll be much more open to the USFS adopting a policy of Wildland

Fire Use or utilizing prescribed fire more as a tool." In this way, reinstatement of the

historic fire regime requires collaboration between the USFS, private landowners and

the OSB FSC.

Planning

The work of the OSB FSC is inherently collaborative. The organization serves

as facilitators of fuels reduction work on private land using a variety of federal, state,

county and private grants. The leadership of the OSB FSC has been key in the

success of the organization. The coordinators of the program have developed

innovative solutions to problems, tried new strategies for funding restoration projects

and have implemented hundreds of acres of fuels reduction projects in the research

area. This section serves to outline the successes and limitations to the work that

they have accomplished.

The work of the OSB FSC must comply with standards for work utilizing

federal money (e.g. NEPA), the landowner's preferences, and the requirements of the

granting agency. While the OSB FSC has been successful at navigating these

sometimes-conflicting requirements, there have been some constraints during the

planning process. Frequently, landowners are unwilling to allow the OSB FSC to work

on their property due to the federal archaeological and wildlife surveys required.

Landowners feel that if an endangered species or archaeological site were found on

their property, their hands would be tied during future projects even if federal monies
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were not involved. This misperception about the federal surveys has been a major

constraint to OSB FSC work on private land.

Even if landowners are willing to allow the necessary surveys to be

accomplished, the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) process is costly and at

times nebulous. When the OSB FSC first started, both the USFS and the OSB FSC

were unsure about the role that the USFS played in accomplishing NEPA since the

process was new to everybody. NEPA involves cultural resource inventory reports

and wildlife surveys. Because the FSC straddles both the Six Rivers and Kiamath

National Forests, they would often hear different requirements from each Forest. In

response to this, the FSC hosted a NEPA workshop in 2002 so that each forest and

the FSC could discuss the wider goals of the NEPA process and their application to

private land.

Despite that process, there is still confusion over the requirements of the

archaeological surveys. In a programmatic agreement between CDF and the USFS

for work on private land, it was stated that archaeological sites could be flagged and

avoided in order that they would not be within the "area of potential affect" for fuels

reduction projects utilizing federal monies (United States 2005). However, there is still

debate over whether or not these archaeological sites legally need to be recorded

and remain on file at the USFS for future reference in case federal monies are utilized

again on that property. In order to accommodate the need to record the

archaeological sites, the FSC applied for funding through Humboldt County Title Ill

Funds (Secure Rural Schools and Community Self-Determination Act of 2000, Public

Law 106-393) to supplement the costs of the archaeological surveys.
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The OSB FSC has been able to conduct various plans and studies in the

research area. A 2005 report on the feasibility of harvesting Nontimber Forest

Products for the floral and craft trade industry explored the utilization of biomass from

forest restoration projects on both private and public lands (Flores 2006). The OSB

FSC has also taken steps to create prescriptions that are culturally sensitive. Will

Harling (2005) discusses the trade-offs between culturally significant species and fire

danger around homes in his discussion of California bay Laurel:

A lot of tribal members here believe that it's good luck to have a bay
close to your house. It keeps bad spirits away. Bay is also a very
flammable species. So it's something that we need to talk about so
that we are not offending that person and yet we are addressing the
fuels reduction threat.

These culturally sensitive considerations are key to working with diverse populations

of landowners.

The OSB FSC does not have worker's compensation insurance and therefore

cannot contract on-the-ground workers themselves. The cost of the deposit for the

insurance is cost-prohibitive. Instead, work is contracted through a competitive bid

process. Usually, the work is contracted to Salmon Mountain Forestry, LLC because

they are one of the few contractors in the area. Sporadic and limited funding does not

allow the FSC to pay their workers a living wage. Workers may be laid off several

times during the course of a work season due to insufficient funding, and then laid off

at the end of the work season for the entire summer and fall seasons.

The leadership in the FSC has been key to its success. The coordinators

frequently volunteer their time in order to accomplish the mission of the FSC. As a

result, they have both financially been required to take other jobs.
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Implementation

According to Will Harling, the director of the Orleans/Somes Bar Fire Safe

Council, fuelbreaks create an environment where it is safe for people to use

prescribed fire on their private lands (Figure 6.1). He says: "With the fuelbreaks there,

the chances of the fire getting onto public land is lessened. Thus, our slogan: "good

fuelbreaks make good neighbors." According to Agee, et al. (2000), the term

'fuelbreak' describes areas manipulated for the purpose of reducing fuels to reduce

the spread of wildland fires. In forested areas, the term is synonymous with 'shaded

fuelbreak' since forest canopy is retained on site. The primary reason for fuelbreaks,

as well as any other type of fuel treatment, is to change the behavior of a fire entering

the fuel-altered zone so that suppression forces have a higher probability of

successfully controlling a wildland fire. This is also known as creating defensible

space.

While the FSC has had some successes with planning in terms of feasibility

studies for the utilization of NTFP5, it is currently not feasible for them to implement

any of these projects. Limited funding and limited diversity of funding also does not

allow them to implement all of the work spatially that they would need in order to

create effective, contiguous treatments. Also, since their funding is usually for fuels

reduction, the funding may be insufficient to accomplish the quality of work needed

for integrated restoration. There is little funding available for maintenance of fuel

treatments. If landowners themselves are unable or unwilling to implement prescribed

burning or continue to do mechanical maintenance themselves, the FSC's treatments

become a one-time-only treatment instead of part of long-term stewardship

collaboration between the landowners and the FSC.
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The treatments themselves have mixed reviews with landowners. They often

leave enough of a crown closure so that there is not extensive regrowth of brush.

However, many landowners express frustration over diameter limits when thinning.

While diameter limits are common on fuels reduction projects, they are not consistent

with the goals of forest restoration. Diameter limits should vary by site since trees that

have invaded forests since fire suppression can exceed common diameter limits

(Brown, et al. 2004).

In addition, species selection is key to the maintenance and facilitation of

biodiversity in nonindustrial private forests. As Harling (2005) noted:

We are losing our oak woodlands.. .we are losing the historic species
abundance distribution on a forest wide level." "There are areas that
we are trying to restore to the oak woodlands that they were before
conifer invasion and fire suppression.

Overall, the implementation of forest restoration projects on private land increases the

defensibility of homes in the case of wildfire. These projects can also maintain and

facilitate biodiversity on private land.

Monitoring and Evaluation

Monitoring is required of the OSB FSC by the granting agencies to satisfy

agency requirements. Monitoring includes: establishing permanent photo points,

photos before, during, and after implementation of mechanical thinning and pile

burning (Figure 6.2). Evaluation takes place in several steps, adapting as needed to

increase success of achieving the goals of fuels reduction and/or forest restoration.

During pre-project site review the forest condition, structures, and other property

assets are evaluated. Prioritization of sensitive or important areas and the

implementation strategy are discussed. During thinning, crews evaluate their
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effectiveness and modify treatment if needed. Following mechanical treatments, the

work is evaluated and plans for pile, patch or broadcast burning later is planned.

Later, following treatment and burning, the project site is again evaluated during post

photo monitoring in the context of the pre and post observed treatment differences at

meeting the goals or desired post treatment condition.

Evaluation of cost effectiveness is also a concern. Since there are limited

funds for treatment, if acre costs are higher than expected, fewer acres can be

implemented. In response to this economic constraint, the OSB FSC supplements

their mechanical thinning treatments with mowing treatments to lower the overall cost

per acre. "In kind," or matching, contributions are also evaluated. Usually these in

kind contributions are from collaborative efforts with private landowners who burn the

piles left from the fuels reduction. If landowners are unable or unwilling to burn the

piles, the OSB FSC organizes volunteer workdays to complete the burning.

In summary, fuels reduction is only one step in the continual process of forest

restoration. The reintroduction of historic fire regimes is a complex ecological,

political, social and economic process. Many restoration projects are not implemented

due to distrust amongst stakeholders, inadequate communication, lack of funding and

legal barriers. The OSB FSC is still in its beginning stage as an organization and has

potential to continue to increase collaboration within the research area. However,

many social, political and economic changes must take place in order for forest

restoration projects to be implemented at a landscape scale.
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Table 6.1: Indicators of Forest Restoration Status on Private Land

Level of
Restoration Funding Collaboration Monitoring!

Maintenance Utilization

Attempts at Very little,

(Inactive) Not utilized collaboration not especially if the
landowner is

Not
applicablewelcome absentee

Single source for Dependent on
funding, NEPA Photo points,

2 single objective, clearance, passive Firewood,
(Passive) few in-kind funds, landowner observations by timberlow wages, participation can landowners, no

seasonal work be a hindrance maintenance

Diverse sources, Frequent but Photo points,
but insufficient to dependent on active Diverse3 implement many funding, observation by uses, but not(Opportunistic) objectives or to landowner is landowners, high qualitydo monitoring, actively involved maintenance

low wages may_occur.
Ample & diverse:

federal, state, Frequent with Photo points,

county, private some diversity, active

and in-kind; most involvement of observation by Diverse with
objectives landowner, some landowners, high quality(Active) implemented, local and regional monitoring by and quantity
long-term expertise, may resource users,

monitoring, pays include a local maintenance is

a living wage workforce. prioritized

Frequent and Photo points,

Ample & Diverse: diverse: active

combination of utilization of observation by

federal, state, historians, landowners,

county, private cultural monitored by

5 and in-kind; all practitioners, resource users Diverse with
(Integrated) objectives university and with formal high quality

implemented, students, research and quantity
extensive extensive projects,

monitoring, pays involvement of maintenance is

a living wage landowner and prioritized and

local workers adaptive to
monitoring
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Figure 6.1: OSB FSC Crew Member, Stan Strouss, Pile Burning

Figure 6.2: Monitoring Before and After Treatment
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CHAPTER 7: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

As the writing of this thesis was almost complete, one research participant

said to me: "I hope that you concluded that people on the other side of the country,

who have never even been here before, should not be able to have the final decision

about what happens in our forests." Thinking back to the hundreds of conversations

I've had during my time in the research area, that theme was ever-present: The

creation of a new National policy that requires Native people to pay fees to harvest

from the areas where they have been harvesting for generations; the mandate to cut

more timber that results in a jackpot of fuels downhill from a private residence; the

reintroduction of elk who move in and devastate the landowner's farm; as well as the

cessation of cultural burning practices and the suppression of lightning fires that lead

to catastrophic wildfire. External social, economic and political forces fundamentally

define the health of the forest and of the community. What role can this rural

community have in determining the health of the future generations?

Creating a culture of restoration

One of the goals of a culture of restoration is creating ecosystem sustainability

where the local community can be healthy, productive and resilient while ecosystems

maintain their integrity over time. As shown in Figure 7.1 from Kauffman (2006),

economic and social systems need to adapt to meet the capabilities and limitations of

the ecological system. The ecological capability of the research area will remain more

or less constant. Therefore, we need to adapt our economic and social system to that

reality. Reddy Squirrel echoes that philosophy: "Fires will happen. Be ready!" The
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woodpecker also teaches us this lesson because he has adapted to both the

destructive and regenerative aspects of fire to fire. However, as the analytical

frameworks of symbolic anthropology and political ecology help us to understand,

there are existing power relationships that keep those messages from being widely

accepted - increasing the need for education.

We can facilitate a culture of restoration through education. Education of

policy makers and elected officials regarding specific requests of communities is key

to creating change. In order to do this, communities need to educate themselves

regarding current policy and the federal appropriations process. A culture of

restoration can also be facilitated through collaborative processes. Restoration

experts such as the Karuk Tribe Department of Natural Resources, Orleans/Somes

Bar Fire Safe Council, United States Forest Service, and other organizations (e.g.

Basketweavers and consultants) can work together with private landowners to create

ecologically and culturally appropriate restoration projects that are contiguous across

the landscape.

A culture of restoration starts with getting people into the forest. Economic

relationships can be facilitated through local restoration jobs, especially with a rich

educational component. Economic relationships are also facilitated through the use of

ecosystem goods and services. Not only can private landowners harvest from their

own land, but private landowners can also open up their forests to local harvesters for

both cultural/subsistence and commercial harvests.

In order for local people to truly embrace the culture of restoration, they need

to feel a sense of ownership for the decisions that are being made regarding

restoration and management of local forests. While this is often possible on private
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land, communities are often hesitant to embrace federal restoration programs

because local people have little decision-making authority and the programs

themselves are often short-lived. If the USFS wants the local community to embrace

restoration of public lands, they need to allow more local control over forest

resources. This can be facilitated through involvement of communities in the

planning, implementation and monitoring stages of restoration projects.

Planning for Success

P'anning for restoration projects should include diversified funding in order to

properly plan projects, implement a diversity of objectives, and perform maintenance

and monitoring. This funding can include non-federal sources from philanthropic

foundations or species-centric foundations such as the Rocky Mountain Elk

Foundation. Funding can also be secured to facilitate utilization of byproducts from

the restoration projects as well as products enhanced through the restoration

process.

Since most private lands in the research area are not of a sufficient size to

guarantee a steady supply of any given product, there is a need to establish

cooperatives and develop value-added products. Certification of forest products from

timber to mushrooms and berries may allow for development of forest product

industries that utilize niches within society and are sustainable in both economics and

ecology (Brown 2005). Biomass energy production is another option for utilization of

byproducts from the restoration process; however, any biomass utilization will need to

be localized due to transport costs.
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Many restoration and community-based forestry groups are beginning to

utilize small diameter timber. Due to the relatively small area of the research area in

private landholdings, if such a program were to be developed, the USFS may need to

spearhead the project. For private investment to emerge, assurances will be required

that a supply of such material will be provided (Brown, et al. 2004). If the USFS

makes a supply of small-diameter timber available, the demand would rise, allowing

nonindustrial landowners to follow suite. However, without a commitment from the

USFS to supply small diameter timber, landowners in the research area will have to

continue to take advantage of local markets and help support further research into

small diameter utilization such as the roundwood building project in Happy Camp.

The OSB FSC can help facilitate the restoration planning on private land by

helping to secure regional expertise for private landowners. Regional examples, such

as the Mattole Restoration Council, have organized batch timber harvest plans for

local landowners. In collaboration with the local University, forestry students earning

hours towards being a registered forest practitioner can, under the direction of a

registered forest practitioner, be hired to develop timber harvest and burn plans for

private landowners. In addition to offering valuable experience to these students, the

cost to the landowner is reduced, especially with supplemental grant funding.

Implementation Across Boundaries

Landscape level implementation is possible if treatments are done on adjacent

properties. This includes work on adjacent nonindustrial lands and USFS lands. The

timing of these projects should be close enough together in order to be conducive to

implementing prescribed burns on either property. As noted in Kauffman (2004):
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"The first step in the restoration of biological diversity (forest health) of
Western landscapes must be to implement changes in those policies
and practices that caused degradation or are preventing recovery. This
includes changes in policies and practices that have resulted in the
current state of wildland ecosystems. Restoration entails much more
than simple structural modifications achieved through mechanical
means. Restoration should be undertaken at landscape scales and
must allow for the occurrence of dominant ecosystem processes such
as the natural fire regimes achieved through natural and/or prescribed
fires at appropriate temporal and spatial scales".

A significant amount of training needs to take place for private landowners in

regards to prescribed burning. Training should consist of actual implementation of

burns, multimedia learning aids (e.g. videos of methods for fuels reduction

implementation), and general information on appropriate burning conditions.

While this project focused on private land, due to the dependency of the

community on National Forest land, participants had many recommendations for the

United States Forest Service. These recommendations include utilization of a local

workforce, creation of a small diameter timber supply, utilization of collaborative

learning and decision-making and forest certification.

Conclusions

Through my two years of research on forest restoration and fuels reduction

projects in the research area, I have developed a deep respect for the individuals and

groups who dedicate their lives to the restoration of the landscape and community.

Their relationship to this place and to each other is admirable. Perhaps that

relationship stems from having the magic number of inhabitants. Perhaps the

opposition to external forces drives the community together, like the Balinese people

fleeing from the cockfight when the police arrive. There is no simple explanation for
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the quality of relationships that people have with each other and the place in which

the live. It is my desire to help translate that relationship into appropriate policies and

economic development.

On-the-ground implementation of forest restoration objectives has been the

driving force of this research. Resource management needs to move away from a

single-species focus to a broader focus on ecosystem and community health. As a

holistic rather than reductionist way of viewing the world, traditional ecological

knowledge is a framework for balancing the needs of the people and the needs of the

place. However, in recognizing that traditional knowledge is under-valued within our

Western-science-dominated society, a collaborative relationship would need to be

established in order to implement TEK on a landscape level. Co-management may be

one of the few ways to truly implement this knowledge in forest restoration.

One of the most significant outcomes from my research has been the

community's investment in my own knowledge of this place. They have helped me to

see the forest through their eyes, taught me to catalogue details like the black oaks

that are barely holding on due to competition from Douglas fir or the overgrown hazel

that needs to be burned. They have helped me to feel a responsibility to this place

and community. My participants now expect me to facilitate the use of fire, be active

in collaboration, and help protect their life and property from wildfire. For an applied

anthropologist, there is no greater reward.
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Figure 7.1: Ecological Sustainability (Kaufmann 2006)
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Appendix A: Participant Observation Research Database

Conferences, Workshops and Presentations
DATE NAME LOCATION

April 2004 Karuk Basketweavers Gathering Happy Camp, CA

April 2004 Biophysical Monitoring Orleans, CA

June 2004 California Indian Basketweavers Gathering Klamath, CA

August 2004 Positive Impact Forestry Workshop Willow Creek, CA

August 2004 Society for Ecological Restoration Victoria, B.C.

September 2004 Watershed Restoration Review Orleans, CA

November 2004 Fuels Reduction Conference Weaverville, CA

January 2005 Regional Environmental Education Forum Ashland, OR

February 2005 Global Climate Change (R. Neilson USFS) Corvallis, OR

February 2005 Social Forestry Presentation (C. Shaw OSU) Corvallis, OR

F b 2005e ruary Lomakatsi Restoration Project - Workshop on
Stewardship Contracting IWIliams OR

March 2005 23m Annual Salmonid Restoration Conference Fortuna, CA

April 2005 Native Plants for Restoration and Landscape Orleans, CA

April 2005 Northwest Regional FSC Conference Mt. Shasta City, CA

April 2005 Collaborative Stewardship Arcata, CA

May 2005 Special Forest Product Harvesting Orleans, CA

u eJ n 2005 National Silviculture Conference: Restoring Fire
Adapted Landscapes Lak Tahoe CAe

June 2005 Traditional Knowledge and Ecological
Stewardship Fortuna, CA

June 2005 Stewardship Contracting Orleans, CA

August 2005 Ecological Society of America (ESA) Portland, OR

August 2005 ESA meeting - Traditional Ecological Knowledge Canon Beach, OR

January 2006 Collaboration and Capacity Building workshop Eureka, CA

Community Meetings
2004-2006 OSB FSC monthly meetings Orleans, CA

2005-2006 MKWC monthly meetings Somes Bar, CA
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Appendix B: Informed Consent

INFORMED CONSENT DOCUMENT

Project Title: Non-Timber Forest Products, Private Landowners and Use of
Local Ecological Knowledge in Fuels Reduction Projects in
Northern California.

Principal Investigator: Deanna Kingston - Anthropology Department Oregon State
University

Research Staff: Lisa Luna Latimer - Anthropology Department - Oregon State
University

PURPOSE

This is a research study. The purpose of this research study is to interview private
landowners and local community members about non-timber forest products (for
example, floral boughs and firewood). This research has been initiated and approved
by the Orleans/Somes Bar Fire Safe Council.

One goal of this project is to identify private landowners that are willing to allow the
Orleans/Somes Bar Fire Safe Council to harvest non-timber forest products on their
property. These products will be sold in order to fund fuels reduction projects on
private property and to improve monitoring of fuel buildup (fire danger) on private
property. Another goal of this project is to identify private landowners that are willing
to allow local basket weavers harvest basket materials from private property. Finally,
I will talk to local community members that know about harvesting non-timber forest
products and fuels reduction in order to assess the work of the Orleans/Somes Bar
Fire Safe Council. With the information I receive, I will provide a summary report to
the Orleans/Somes Bar Fire Safe Council, Karuk Indigenous Basketweavers and
perhaps publish information about fuels reduction.

The purpose of this consent form is to give you the information you will need to help
you decide whether to be in the study or not. Please read the form carefully. You
may ask any questions about the research, what you will be asked to do, the possible
risks and benefits, your rights as a volunteer, and anything else about the research or
this form that is not clear. When all of your questions have been answered, you can
decide if you want to be in this study or not. This process is called "informed
consent". You will be given a copy of this form for your records.

I am inviting you to participate in this research study because you are a private
landowner and/or have knowledge about non-timber forest products. Approximately
28 people are expected to participate in this study.
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PROCEDURES

If you agree to participate, you will be interviewed for about an hour (more or less
depending on the situation). In all your participation is expected to be about 2 to 4
hours. These interviews may be tape recorded, but I will get your permission before
taping anything. I will transcribe the interview, then give you a copy of the
transcription so that you can review it, if you would like, before I make a summary
report. I will also follow-up within one month if you agree to allow the Orleans/Somes
Bar Fire Safe Council and/or members of the Karuk Indigenous Basketweavers to
harvest non-timber forest products on your property.

RISKS

Privacy issues are a likely risk in this research. Please do NOT tell me about illegal
activities (e.g. growing marijuana, harvesting non-timber forest products on federal
land without a permit, starting arson fires) that you are involved in. If you do disclose
illegal information to me, I will not record it in my notes and will erase any audio
recording of the discloser. My records could contain information that personally
identifies you in relation to legal, but sensitive, information. Identification numbers
and a locked storage area will help insure confidentiality. Only I will have access to
the securely stored data. In the event of any report or publication from this study,
your identity will not be disclosed unless you request that your name be used.
Results will be reported in a summarized manner in such a way that you cannot be
identified if you do not want to be.

BENEFITS

The potential personal benefits that may occur as a result of your participation in this
study are as follows. The Orleans/Somes Bar Fire Safe council will possibly work
with you to reduce fuel hazards on your property. Also, granting access to basket
materials increases basket weavers' participation in the community (for example,
teaching basketry at the local school). I anticipate that society may benefit from this
study by its contribution to information about opportunities to fund fuels reduction
projects by selling non-timber forest products. Also, this project may grant access to
basket materials that are known to be free of pesticides and herbicides.

COSTS AND COMPENSATION

You will not have any costs for participating in this research project.

You will not be compensated with money for participating in this research project.

CONFIDENTIALITY

Records of participation in this research project will be kept confidential to the extent
permitted by law. However, federal government regulatory agencies and the Oregon
State University Institutional Review Board (a committee that reviews and approves
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research studies involving human subjects) may inspect and copy records pertaining
to this research. It is possible that these records could contain information that
personally identifies you. Identification numbers and a secure storage area will help
insure confidentiality.

By initialing in the space provided, you verify that you have been told that audio
recordings will be generated during the course of this study. The recordings will be
made during the interview(s). You will be identified by number. Only I will have
access to the recordings. I will transcribe the interview and store the transcription in
my personal computer.

Initial here to authorize me to audio record this interview

VOLUNTARY PARTICIPATION

Taking part in this research study is voluntary. You may choose not to take part at all.
If you agree to participate in this study, you may stop participating at any time. You
are free to skip any questions that you would prefer not to answer. If you decide
not to take part, or if you stop participating at any time, your decision will not result in
any penalty or loss of benefits to which you may otherwise be entitled. Any data
collected before your withdrawal will be destroyed or included in the study results as
you request.

QUESTIONS

Questions are encouraged. If you have any questions about this research project,
please contact: Luna Lisa Latimer, 541-231-4010, latimerkionid.orst.edu or Deanna
Kingston, 541-737-3854, deanna. kinqston(oregonstate.edu. If you have questions
about your rights as a participant, please contact the Oregon State University
Institutional Review Board (IRB) Human Protections Administrator, (541) 737-3437,
I RBoreqonstate.edu.

Your signature indicates that this research study has been explained to you, that your
questions have been answered, and that you agree to take part in this study. You will
receive a copy of this form.

Participant's Name (printed):

(Signature of Participant)

Please check the appropriate box:

I would like to be identified by name in reports and publications

D I would not like to be identified by name in reports and publications

(Date)
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State conditions under which material related to your interview could or could not be
released

There is a chance you may be contacted in the future to participate in an additional
study related to this project. If you would prefer not to be contacted, please let me
know, at any time.

RESEARCHER STATEMENT

I have discussed the above points with the participant or, where appropriate, with the
participant's legally authorized representative, using a translator when necessary. It
is my opinion that the participant understands the risks, benefits, and procedures
involved with participation in this research study.

(Signature of Researcher) (Date)




